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PREFACE
The rapid growth of international civil aviation
after World War provided a dramatic example of the economic and technological power of the United States.
Aided by wartime innovations such as radar and large
multi-engine aircraft, American passenger carriers sought
to expand service around the globe.

Such expansion often

involved delicate, frustrating, and painstaking diplomacy.
The efforts of the United States to secure a bilateral
air transport agreement with Mexico from 1945 through 1957
illustrate this process and offer insights into U.S.Mexican relations, the character of diplomatic decision
making, and the nature of the postwar aviation industry
and its regulators.
The United States and Mexico began to negotiate
a formal bilateral air transport treaty in October 1945.
While both delegations accepted the 1944 Chicago International Aviation Agreement's ideas of reciprocal access,
allocating specific routes and carriers proved a key
stumbling block from the outset and thwarted Truman's
efforts to conclude a treaty.

Additional obstacles arose

from divisions within the American Civil Aeronautics Board
iii

between commissioners who favored unrestricted free
international competition and those willing to accept
regulated monopolies as the best means of air service.
Mexico, wary of competing with a much larger and better
financed United States aviation industry, sought to safeguard its fledgling air carriers via certain protected
routes and reacted quickly to any perception that the
United States was attempting to dictate a settlement.
In 1948 President Harry S. Truman dispatched a
personal envoy, George Brownell, in hopes of reaching an
accord.
more

Although Brownell failed, his mission led to a

sympathetic view of the Mexican position and sug-

gested tactics which ultimately led to a settlement.
Despite Brownell's progress and the State Department's
appointment of an independent committee to revive the
stalled negotiations in 1950, domestic and legal complications arising from

competing American carriers caused

the Truman Administration to leave office without an
agreement.
President Dwight David Eisenhower's Administration
inherited the dispute amid growing domestic pressure for
agreement from the airlines and from politicians from the
Sunbelt.

When significant United States concessions still

failed to secure a deal, the administration broke the
iv

impasse through a combination of delicate diplomacy and
economic pressure which forced Mexico to accept an executive agreement on March 7, 1957.
The effort to secure an air treaty with Mexico
took place in an atmosphere of slight public interest.
Newspapers and trade publications contain only occasional
references to the ongoing negotiations.

The general his-

tories of the airlines and United States-Mexican relations
have likewise ignored the aviation dispute.

Moreover,

during the twelve year search for an agreement the White
House, not the State Department nor the C.A.B., exercised
the final say on negotiating terms.

Accordingly, although

other pertinent materials have been examined, this thesis
is based primarily upon previously neglected materials
in the Truman and Eisenhower presidential libraries.
The writer would like to acknowledge the assistance
of personnel at the aforementioned presidential libraries.
Also, the author acknowledges the help of his thesis director, Dr. James Harper, in supervising the research and
writing.

Special thanks are offered to Dr. Joseph E. King

for his service as second reader, his insights into economic history,and for his devoting time for this project
amidst his demanding historical preservation research.
The writer also offers special thanks to his persevering

and diligent typist, Mrs. Vicki Nitcher, and to the
courteous and helpful personnel in the office of the
Graduate School at Texas Tech University.

The writer

also, especially thanks his parents, Don and Eris Carlson,
for their generosity

in both financial and moral support.

These people deserve much credit for what this thesis has
accomplished.

For any errors, the writer alone is respon-

sible .
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CHAPTER I
INITIAL ATTEMPTS
The efforts of the United States and Mexico to
negotiate aviation service agreements after World War II
amply illustrate the complex interrelationship between
domestic economic interests, varying governmental policies, and international relations.

World War II left the

United States with the world's most advanced aviation industry, large numbers of multi-engine aircraft which could
be converted into civilian carriers and thousands of
trained pilots.

The lavish use of aviation during the

war convinced many that air commerce offered one of the
more lucrative avenues of future economic growth.

As a

result several American companies sought to challenge the
pre-war monopoly of Mexican air service held by Pan American Airlines and to enter what they expected would become
a rich and growing area of interest.

A further domestic

complication was the division within the Roosevelt and
Truman Administrations on the proper postwar aviation
policy.

Some bureaucrats argued that open competition

among all interested United States carriers offered the
best way to increase and improve service at the lowest

possible cost.

Others suggested that international

aviation created special circumstances that required a
more controlled and monopolistic approach.
Mexico shared much of the wartime faith in the
future of civil aviation and was eager to expand air service with the United States.

However, Mexican history

made its leaders wary of concessions to the United States
and active Mexican nationalism made the country especially
sensitive to any agreements that seemed dictated by United
States interests.

Moreover, Mexican diplomats recognized

the vastly superior position of the American aviation industry and believed that "strictly equal" competition with
the North American colossus would doom Mexican aviation
to permanent inferiority.
The geography of North America made the United
States and Mexico obvious economic partners.

With the

advent of commercial aviation, trade between the two
countries,

both passengers and airmail, was facilitated

on an unprecedented scale.

The opportunity to develop

Latin America economically by air

was given to Pan Ameri-

can Airlines.
Pan American Airlines was granted the complete
monopoly over Latin American air traffic by the United
States government in the 1930s.

In 1932, Pan American

began its operations between the United States and Mexico
with the approval of the Mexican government.

During the

early 1930s, Pan American worked on the development of
service in Mexico.

The airline's expansion was subsidized

with money from the United States in the form of mail
contracts.

Also, the United States government built air-

fields and other facilities in Latin America to accommodate Pan American flights.

Both mail contracts and the

construction of airfields helped Pan American to establish
quick dominance in Latin American aviation.
In 1935, the Mexican government granted Pan American
the Brownsville-Tampico-Mexico City route.

The addition

of this connection completed Pan American's monopoly on
key Mexican routes which did not change until the 1940s.
U.S. financial support of Pan American in Latin America
was both helpful and detrimental.

The United States main-

tained Pan American's monopoly in Mexico, and the mail
contracts were quite lucrative.

Profits, however, were

not returned to stockholders as dividends, but used to
improve the route system.

Little money was applied to

the improvement of air safety or passenger convenience.
Development of the actual route system was Pan American's
m a m objective.
By the 1940s, Pan American was the "sole chosen
instrument of U.S. foreign air policy in Mexico."

Though

Pan American depended on U.S. subsidies, it was obviously
not a nationally owned corporation.

There was no govern-

mental control at the decision making level, and Pan

American's business decisions often contradicted U.S.
foreign policy.

Pan American's monopoly retarded the

development of commercial passenger service to Mexico.
With no direct U.S. air competition. Pan American had no
stimulus to improve flight time, air safety, or passenger
comfort.

Moreover, European air carriers failed to pro-

vide adequate stimulus for improvement.
In 1940, Pan American dominance in Mexico was
slightly nicked.

American Airlines received a permit to

fly from Los Angeles to Monterrey and Mexico City via El
Paso, Texas.

The new American Airlines permit did not

threaten Pan American dominance in Mexico.

Pan American

prospered and expanded its route systems, but was not
prodded to self-improvement by significant U.S. competition.

Soon, world events changed the reality of Pan

American's situation and the foundation of United States
air policy towards Mexico.
The Second World War changed the structure of
commercial aviation.

Technological developments brought

about by war necessity, ushered in a new era of aircraft.
Since the Second World War was a true global conflict with
tremendous distances separating the United States from
every theater of combat, aircraft with a large cargo
capacity and greater range were needed.

The U.S. avia-

tion industry built aircraft with greater seating capacity, speed, and range.

Four-engine aircraft research

produced planes like the C-54 (DC-4) and the Lockhead
Constellation.

These planes, developed for war, were

easily converted to commercial aviation.
Because of the war, most of Mexico was cut off
from European markets.

Before the conflict, a majority

of passenger service between Mexico and Europe was by
steamship.

At the onset of the Second World War, merchant

marine was commandeered to supply war material for the
Allied cause.

The lack of merchant shipping and the need

of quick service between the United States and Mexico presented problems answered in part by the airplane.

By 1941,

the volume of commercial trade sent to Latin America increased by 60 percent from the previous two years.

During

the same years. Pan American's passenger mileage increased
77 percent for all of Latin America.

Also, during the

war most of U.S. passenger and mail service moved from
Q

shipping lines to airlines.
Four-engine planes literally shrank the world.
In 1940, it took four days to travel from New York City
to Buenos Aires by air.

With the new DC-4s it took only

one and a half days to fly the same distance with increased
Q

cargo and passenger capabilities.

Advancements such as

radar and radio navigation made night flights to Mexico
safer and quicker.

Finally, the large scale use of air-

craft by the military during the war, impressed the
American public with the advantages of aviation.

This

confidence created a new generation of Americans who chose
to travel by air rather than by the rail.
In 1946, Mexico had four air carriers that
operated through various U.S. cities.

The Compania Mexi-

cana de Aviacion (C.M.A.), with 40 percent of its stock
owned by Pan American Airlines, was issues a permit in
1941 by the Civil Aeronautics Board to operate in the United
States.

C.M.A. gained flight privileges for the Mexico

City to Los Angeles nonstop routes, and for routes from
Mexico City, Guadalajara, Mazatlan, Hermosito, Mexicali
to Los Angeles. 11
Aeronaves de Mexico, operated between Hermosillo,
Mexico and Nogales, Arizona.

The Civil Aeronautics Board

also granted a temporary permit to Aeronaves de Mexico
because airport facilities at Nogales, Mexico were inadequate to accommodate commercial aircraft.

This grant was

a special arrangement, good for one year or until the
12
facilities were updated.
The third Mexican carrier to
operate in U.S. territory was Linens Aerns Mexica.

United

Airlines owned all the stock in the small feeder air carrier which operated between Cameras, Mexico and Nogales,
Arizona. 13 The fourth Mexican airline, Aerovias Guest,
made a stopover in Miami on the way from Mexico City to
Lisbon, Portugal.

Winston Guest, an American businessman,

owned 25 percent of the stock and apparently controlled
an undisclosed additional amount of the airline's stock.

In 1938, Congress had passed the first Civil
Aeronautics Act which advanced the possibility of competition in U.S. international civil aviation.

In Novem-

ber 1940, American Airlines applied for a certificate on
the Dallas to Monterrey to Mexico City run.

Surprisingly

the Civil Aeronautics Board, in contradiction to the Act
of 1938, requested the application arguing that "direct
competition would cause destructive disputes."

Presi-

dent Franklin D. Roosevelt, however, believed the route
was a necessity and pressured the C.A.B. to grant the route
in early 1941.
When American Airlines received its route. Pan
American still had the rest of Mexican air service in
its control.

U.S. air transport policy remained one of

controlled monopoly.

After the American Airlines inci-

dent, several other airlines applied for Mexican routes,
but again, the Civil Aeronautics Board refused to grant
any Mexican connections to the applicants.

As World War

II continued, air transportation policy underwent a re, ^.
17
evaluation.
By 1944, there were two schools of thought on U.S.
air transport policy towards Mexico.

Many Civil Aeronau-

tics Board members and Pan American Airlines, remained
champions of controlled monopoly over Mexican routes.
They maintained that competition in a subsidized industry
was unprofitable.

Duplication in air routes caused

8
inter-airline problems; and friction among competing U.S.
carriers in a foreign land gave the United States image
problems.
On the other hand, many White House, State
Department,

and U.S. domestic air executives supported
19

the idea of controlled competition.

Leading the op-

position against airline monopolies was Assistant Secretary of State William Clayton.

William Clayton had been

Secretary of Commerce from 1942-1945.
government work,

Before entering

he was the president of Clayton & Co.,

a textile corporation in Houston, Texas.

Clayton told

the Aviation Sub-Committee of the U.S. Senate that every
country using a single instrument policy in aviation
could be fit into three categories: 20 "1) those which
had adopted a totalitarian form of government; 2) nations
which wanted to connect widespread colonial possessions;
and 3) small nations whose financial resources did not
permit them to support more than one enterprise." 21
The United States did not fit into any of these
categories.

Also, nations that generally subscribed to

the single instrument policy had government owned
of the airlines.

Clayton said any air carrier that fol-

lowed such a monopolistic pattern would eventually conform to one of the three categories.

He believed that

U.S. policy should be flexible enough to bend with the
new trends brought about by the war.

Clayton refuted the idea that in an industry like
aviation the use of one U.S. air carrier was not a monopoly.

Aviation was different from mail and public utili-

ties services.

Clayton continued, "here competition is

economically feasible and in the public interest I be23
lieve it desirable."

He countered the claim by the con-

trolled monopoly advocates, that foreign air carriers
provided enough competition to stimulate improved service.

The present U.S. air transport policy, Clayton

said, relied on the profit motive and governmental intervention to provide stimulus for service improvement.
ton,

Clay-

however, claimed that foreign carriers could not

provide an adequate push to improve safety and passenger
service.

Improved service would come only from direct

competition

from U.S. air carriers.

The Assistant Secre-

tary called for a change in U.S. air transport policy.
Controlled competition, which he defined as two or three
air carriers operating in the same foreign country without having the exact same routes, was the most beneficial
for both the United States and its flying customers.

The

idea of controlled competition gained support in Washington, however, the philosophy of controlled monopoly was
^24
not. Adead.

In September of 1944, the United States government
invited over fifty countries to attend an international
conference on civil aviation.

The United States called

10
the conference because the World War was about to end,
and international civil aviation would soon resume.
However, the world of civil aviation was completely different from five years earlier.

25

The purpose of the

conference was "the establishment of provisional world
route arrangements by general agreement, and these arrangements would form the basis for a prompt establishment of an international air transport service

agreement

..26

The conference began on November 1, 1944, in
Chicago, Illinois.

The proceedings opened with a keynote

message from President Roosevelt, read by Assistant Secretary of State, Adolph Berle.

Then, Berle gave his own

speech to the second plenary session.

Berle outlined

the

purposes behind the call for the international conference.
He said that the United States had always believed in
freedom of transit, and freedom of transit was one of
man's oldest privileges.

Berle believed freedom of pas-

sage should also come in the air.

Freedom of air, with

respect to national sovereignty, promoted world
and economic progress.

commerce

Because of the war, international

aviation was at the crossroads of a new era.

The forma-

tion of a multilateral air transport services

agreement

was necessary to tap the potential of international
aviation.

27

civil

Berle warned that failure to formulate and

sign a multilateral air treaty would jeopardize
nations and insular countries.

small

Freedom of the air was

11
essential to relieve the economic stagnation left by the
war and to promote the future of international aviation.

28

For several weeks, delegates met and discussed
the possibility of developing an international air transport service treaty.

Their work centered around three

activities, "1) the establishment of a permanent multilateral convention, 2) the creation of international
technical standards and procedures, and 3) the perfecting
of arrangements for provisional routes." 29
During the first week of the conference, the
delegates discussed the function and the power of a proposed global aviation authority.

Delegates debated

whether the aviation authority would have the power to
determine rates and frequencies of international flights.
The Canadian delegation called for a body that had a tight
control over route selections and all economic matters
concerning international aviation.

The United States re-

jected the Canadian proposal, and wanted an agency with
limited powers.

The United States and Canada went into

closed meetings, and after several days decided that the
aviation authority was to be an advisory board with no
real, powers. 30
During the last part of the conference, delegates
focused on the idea of freedom of the air.

The Canadian

delegation proposed four reciprocal freedoms of the air: 31
1) the privilege to fly across territory without landing.

12
2) the privilege to land with nonstop purposes, 3) the
privilege to put down passengers, mail and cargo

taken

on in the territory of the state whose nationality

the

aircraft possesses, 4) the privilege to take on passengers, mail and cargo destined for the territory of the
32
state whose nationality the aircraft possesses.

Al-

though the Canadian formula was a profound idea, it was
flawed because it made no mention of intermediate or pick
up traffic.

Under the Canadian proposal, for example,

an international flight from Dallas to Monterrey to
Mexico City could let off passengers, but could not pick
up any paying passengers or cargo.

By the time the flight

reached Mexico City it would be nearly empty.
under such conditions was unfeasible.

Air service

The Canadian plan

threatened U.S. aviation supremacy and many nations, fearful of the United States' lead in the air, supported
33
Canadian idea.

the

The United States delegation liked the idea of
reciprocal freedoms of the air, but did not accept the
omission of pick up traffic.

To correct this omission,

the United States proposed the addition of a fifth freedom of the air.

34

This fifth freedom called for, "the

privilege to take on passengers, mail, and cargo destined
for the territory of any other contracting state and the
privilege

to put down passengers, mail, and cargo

from any such

territory. ,.35

coming

13
The fifth freedom gave the United States the
ability to use its huge aviation industry to dominate
air service.

The United States was not alone in support

of the fifth freedom.

All attending Latin American

nations agreed with the need to include it in any proposed air agreement.

Mexico strongly supported the U.S.

stance, because the fifth freedom allowed Mexican air
carriers to compete with other nations.
Other nations such as Great Britain, a potential
competitor, had problems with the fifth freedom clause.
The British agreed with the general idea but disagreed
with the United States on the extent of access, and limits
on number of flights.37 Negotiations at the conference
focused how many of the freedoms of the air each country
38
would accept.

To solve impasse, the United States pro-

posed the creation of two separate agreements.

The Inter-

national Air Services Transit Agreement granted only the
first two freedoms; and the International Air Transport
Agreement granted all five freedoms of the air.
These multilateral agreements set the standards
for bilateral negotiations.

The multilateral agreements

however, did not include route selection.

During the

debate over the freedoms of the air, the Mexican delegation asked the main committee if nations would negotiate
route selections, or would nations and individual air
carriers settle route specifications.

The British

14
delegation quipped that only nations would negotiate air
transport agreements.
the British stance.

The United States concurred with

Multilateral agreements would out-

line the accepted principles of air transport of competitive practices, capacity, flight frequency, and traffic
40
rights.
Specific routes, however, were to be negotiated
bilaterally between nations because routes had an economic importance that varied from country to country. 41
The United States viewed the International
Conference on Aviation as a success.

Only negotiations

for route selection blocked the completion of a bilateral
air transport agreement between the United States and
42
Mexico.
The first bilateral negotiations between the
United States and Mexico were initiated in 1945 by the
U.S. State Department and held in Washington, D.C.
successful conclusion of the Chicago Air

After

Conference, the

United States hoped for a quick negotiation of a bilateral
pact with Mexico.

All during the Chicago Conference,

Mexico had agreed with U.S. stances, and had signed both
air agreements.

The only matter still in dispute was the

selection of routes.

The United States believed that it
43
was close to a formal treaty.
In October 1945, Mexican officials arrived in
Washington.

The Mexican counsel was led by Charge

d'Affaires Mexican Embassy in Washington, D . C , Rafael
de la Colina.

Accompanying Colina were General Alberto

15
Salinas Carranza of the Mexican Air Force; Hebolledo
Clement and Hernandez Vergo, both of the Mexican Ministry
of Communications and Public Works.

The U.S. delega-

tion was headed by L. Welch Pogue, Chairman of the Civil
Aeronautics Board; Stokeley W. Morgan, Chief of the Aviation Department of State; and John W. Chriagan, Chief of
45
the Divison of Mexican Affairs, Department of State.
During the conversations both parties confirmed
agreements on the principles of the five freedoms treaty,
and that they were applicable to any bilateral air agreement.

Next, the delegates talked about specific routes.

In 1945, talks produced no significant gains, but plans
were made for further talks for the new year.

Though a

formal treaty was not signed in 1945, a Civil Aeronautics
Board hearing that began in September had a major impact
on future agreements.
In the fall of 1945, the Civil Aeronautics Board
met to establish additional air routes to Latin America.
Five carriers. Pan American, Eastern, Western, Braniff.
and Chicago and Southern Airlines filed applications for
47
service to-Mexico.
A C.A.B. decision in favor of other
carriers would mean a significant change in U.S. policy
towards Mexico.

A decision against Pan American meant

the end of controlled monopoly and the beginning of controlled competition.

Pan American officials knew what

was at stake and so did the other airlines.

16
In January 1946, the C.A.B. held open
hear testimony from airline representatives.

meetings to
Pan American

was represented by Mr. Harrison Tweed and M. W. Wilson.
Though the C.A.B. was obviously moving to support controlled competition, Pan American representatives tried
to save a majority of the airline's Latin American air
empire.

Tweed and Wilson told C.A.B. officials that it

was in the American public's best interest to deny the
new applications and to uphold Pan American's monopoly.
Tweed argued that Pan American pioneered the Mexican route
system, and was in the process of expanding and upgrading
service.

Tweed claimed that if all air carriers were going

to use DC-4s and DC-6s to fly long routes, and if Pan American had to share routes with other air carriers, there
would not be enough traffic to make profits.

He also

claimed that foreign competition was enough to stimulate
to improved service. 49
Along with its other arguments. Pan American
representatives introduced their company's plan to develop
the air route system in Mexico.

Pan American desired

to provide the fastest and most inexpensive flights to
Mexico cities, but claimed that direct U.S. air carrier
competition might make the plan unfeasible.

The Pan

American plan called for the C.A.B. to grant additional
routes from several other U.S. cities to Mexican destinations.

Pan American planned to use DC-6s and DC-7s to

increase passenger volume.

17
Attacks on the Pan American plan were led by the
Eastern Airline lobby headed by E. Smythe Garbrell.

Gar-

brell contended that Pan American Airlines service to
Mexico was poor, and had not developed the Mexican route
system.

Eastern's representative claimed that because

of Pan American's

monopoly, European air carriers had

developed Mexican routes to their full potential.

Gar-

brell cited, as an example. Pan American's low frequency
of flights and the absence of night flights to Mexico as
p 51
proof.
After several months of testimony, the C.A.B. made
a decision on the Latin American routes.

The C.A.B. found

that Pan American's claims, plans, and its monopoly were
not in the best interest of the United States.

On May

17, 1946, the Civil Aeronautics Board announced its verdict.

The decision, called the Latin American Route Case,

distributed the Mexican air routes between four air carriers. 52 Companies and routes were:
Braniff Airlines: San Antonio and Laredo to
Monterrey and Mexico City; American Airlines: Fort
Worth/Dallas and San Antonio to Monterrey and Mexico
City and El Paso to Monterrey and Mexico City;
Western Airlines: Los Angeles and San Diego to La
Paz and Mexico City; Pan American Airlines: Houston
and New Orleans to Merida and beyond, and Miami via
Havana to Merida and beyond, and Houston, Corpus
Christi and Brownsville to Tampico, Mexico City,
Tapachula and beyond; and Eastern Airlines: New
Orleans to Mexico City.
Negotiations for a bilateral air transport
agreement started up again in June of 1946.

This time

18
the talks were held in Mexico City.

A group of six U.S.

representatives traveled to Mexico to resolve previous
problems and routes.

Before the delegates left for

Mexico City, Acting Secretary of State, Sprulle Braden,
urged William Thursten, Ambassador to Mexico, to meet
with President Truman and discuss U.S. air policy towards
Mexico.

Braden pointed out that the recent Latin American

Route Case
trolled

was a statement of a new U.S. policy of con-

competition.

He endorsed the C.A.B. decision

as the best way to provide excellent air service to both
countries .
The U.S. delegation arrived in Mexico City on
June 23, 1946.

Representing the United States were Mr.

Oswald Ryan, Vice-Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board;
Mr. Joe D. Walstrom, Acting Chief Aviation Division, Department of State; Mr. William G. McLean, Political Economist, Mexican Divison, Department of State; Mr. George
Neel, General Counsel of the C.A.B.; Mr. John Sherman,
Assistant Chief, Economic Bureau, C.A.B.; and Miss Mildred Ruffin, Secretary, C.A.B.
Talks began on June 24, 1946, and focused on the
selection of routes.

Ambassador Thurston told the U.S.

delegation that the U.S. wanted the connections specified
in the Latin American Route Case.

Mexican officials

sought nine routes into the United States.
were:

The routes

1) Mexico City or Mexicali to Los Angeles, 2)

19
Torreon, Nogales (Arizona) and Phoenix to Los Angeles,
3) Mexico City and Monterrey to San Antonio and Fort
Worth-Dallas, 4) Torreon to Houston, 5) Monterrey to
Houston, 6) Mexico City, San Antonio and Detroit to
Canada, 7) Tampico to Brownsville, 8) Mexico City and
Tampico

to New Orleans and New York, and Mexico City or

Vera Cruz to Miami and beyond.
started a problem arose.

Soon after the talks

Mexican delegates charged that

the United States delegates had not come to negotiate
routes, but only to implement the previous Civil Aeronautics Board decision.

58

The Mexican accusation was correct.

Before

negotiations started. Secretary Braden instructed Ambassador Thurston to negotiate a treaty which included all
the routes specified in the C.A.B.'s decision.

The real

problem was not the actual routes, but the way the United
States handled the situation.

The Mexicans resented that

the United States was seeking merely to impose its will
on Mexico.

The Mexicans took this decision as an indi-

cation of the United States' lack of desire to negotiate
specific routes. Ambassador Thurston communicated the
Mexican feelings, and added that the next time the United
States should tell the Mexicans in advance of any case
decisions affecting bilateral air transport agreement
negotiations. 59

20
Mexico's reaction to the Latin American Route Case
forced negotiations to bog down.

By July 6, 1946, the

talks came to a standstill and Thurston ordered Robert
W. Bradbury, Senior Economic Analyst at the U.S. Embassy,
to meet with the leaders of both delegations.

These in-

formal meetings helped and negotiations started up again
60
and ran smoothly for several weeks.
Mexico accepted all the requested connections
except route number one.

Mexico doubted if its smaller,

more poorly financed and equipped air carriers could compete with Braniff Airlines on route number one.

Also,

the Mexican government did not want Braniff operating in
Mexico, because of past criticism from Tom Braniff.

After

the failed 1946 air talks with Mexico, Braniff blamed Pan
American's and her affiliate, C.M.A. , for blocking the
t r e a t. y . 61
T h e M e x i c a n s , h o w e v e r , w e r e q u i t e f l e x i b l e and
did n o t r u l e out the u s e of B r a n i f f on r o u t e n u m b e r t w o .
The United States delegation
Airlines

suggested

the u s e of B r a n i f f

o n a six m o n t h trial b a s i s , so the M e x i c a n s

observe Braniff's
to that i d e a .

s e r v i c e and p e r f o r m a n c e .

With Mexico's flexibility

selections, a treaty seemed close.

Mexico

could

agreed

on a i r r o u t e

67

Unfortunately, the success of the early talks did
not last.

After two weeks of headway, the negotiations

came to a halt.

The new problem was over the division

21
of air traffic on the proposed routes.

Mexico wanted a

specific division of traffic and the regulation of flight
times and passenger capacity.

There had been some talk

of sharing traffic in the weeks past, but Mexico's stance
surprised United States' delegation.

Ironically, one of

the Mexican delegates. General Alberto Salinas Carraza,
admitted privately that the Mexican Foreign Office had
forced his delegation to take a hard stance on the division of traffic.
When it was obvious that negotiations had come
to another standstill. Ambassador Thurston again stepped
in.

Thurston visited with Manuel Avila Comacho, Presi-

dent of Mexico, and tried to clear up some of the problems.

Thurston explained that the United States expected

that air carriers on each route should have an equal opportunity to recruit passengers.

Attempts to regulate

flight frequency or volume were unfair business practices,
and destroyed the idea of the fifth freedom.

Camacho re-

sponded that Mexican air carriers needed protection from
the United States superiority in civil aviation.

Even

with complete parity in the number of flights, Mexico
could not

compete with the United States.

Camacho

concluded that, "equality of opportunity could not exist
when given disproportion in existing resources, the weaker
party was deprived of adequate protection."^5

xhe United

States carriers had the money, planes, and experience to
dominate the skies over Mexico.
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The United States, however, refused to accept
division of traffic which would harm U.S. carriers.

The

Mexican delegates would not accept anything less than
fifty-fifty traffic division and on July 24, 1946, Thurston explained President Camacho's stance to the U.S. delegation.

Thurston and the other U.S. delegates agreed that

there was no need for further negotiations.

On the morning

of the 25th, the leaders of both delegations decided to
postpone the talks.

The same day, the U.S. delegation

returned to Washington.
In October 1946, Ambassador Thurston sent the
State Department his recommendations for future negotiations with Mexico.

Thurston urged that any domestic is-

sue that effected bilateral air transport agreements should
be explained to the Mexicans in advance of any future negotiations.

Although, Mexico held its presidential elec-

tion in the fall of 1946, and Miguel Aleman would take
over the Mexican presidency in December, Thurston expected
no change in Mexican policy by the new administration.
He predicted that Mexico would not alter its stance until
the United States convinced Mexico that division of traffic was not economically beneficial.

It was up to the

United States to sway the Mexican government.
The United States and Mexico held no talks in the
early months of 1947; however, in July things began to
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congeal.

In July, Gary Norton, Assistant to Secretary

of State George Marshall, sent a note to Thurston instructing him on the next phase of the bilateral air
transport negotiations.

Thurston was instructed to de-

liver a letter from President Harry Truman to President
Miguel Aleman.

Truman's letter focused on the economic

benefits that an agreement afforded both nations.

Truman

asked Aleman to become personally involved with the negotiations, and assured him that the treaty would be
based on fair business practices.

Truman closed with his

hope that an agreement would be signed in the near future 68
Thurston delivered the letter and he told Aleman
that the President of the United States wanted to resume
the negotiating process.

Thurston requested that the ne-

gotiation be held in Mexico City.

Officials in Washington,

believed that by holding the talks in Mexico, because of
the presence of President Aleman, the United States was
at an advantage.

However, if Mexico wished, the United

States would be happy to have the talks in Wasliington.
Thurston told Aleman that the U.S. would pay for travel
arrangements regardless of the site.

He also explained

that Washington wanted the U.S. Embassy staff to conduct
the negotiations, and suggested that only government officials represent Mexico. 69
After Aleman read the letter from Truman, he
formally invited the United States to Mexico to negotiate
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a bilateral air transport agreement.

Aleman, however,

suggested that each country appoint only one representative to conduct negotiations.

Thurston agreed and ap-

pointed Mr. Payl Reveley to represent the United States.
Mexico was represented by Martin Perez.
Once the United States delegation was officially
invited to Mexico City for the talks, Secretary of State
Marshall sent instructions to Ambassador Thurston.

The

U.S. representative was to press for all the routes in
the Latin American Route Case.

In event of a problem,

Thurston was to ask Aleman to intervene in the negotiations.

Thurston was instructed to keep publicity away

from the negotiations.

The U.S. representative was not

allowed to commit to route selection or division of traffic without contacting the State Department.

Finally,

if negotiations failed, the United States would reevaluate its air policy towards Mexico.
The new talks began on August 17, 1947, and
proceeded smoothly.

Perez indicated that Mexico had ac-

cepted all previous U.S. routes, except for the New Orleans to Mexico City link.

Mexico wanted a monopoly on

this route because of a potentially lucrative tourist
trade.

Reveley told Perez he would inform the State De-

partment on Mexico's stance, but assured him that the
United States was unable to accept a monopoly on any
link.

Reveley explained that the New Orleans to Mexico
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City connection flown by either Braniff or Eastern
Airlines was essential to the tourist trade of the United
States .
During the next week, Perez and Reveley continued
their talks.

Perez conceded that President Aleman wanted

to secure a bilateral air transport agreement as soon as
possible, and that Mexico would not press for a monopoly
on the New Orleans to Mexico City route.

Though Mexico

was flexible on the New Orleans to Mexico City route, it
asked for a monopoly on the Los Angeles to Mexico City
service.

Perez claimed that the Los Angeles to Mexico

City route, granted to Western Airlines, was based on only
the United States economic needs and not Mexico's needs
73
or economic interests.
Perez argued that C.M.A. already had competition
on the Los Angeles to Mexico City
Airlines.

route from American

He pointed out that if Western Airlines was

granted the western route, C.M.A. would be competing with
two U.S. carriers and was doomed.

Reveley agreed with

the Mexican stance, but the State Department instructed
Reveley not to give up the Los Angeles to Mexico City
link.

The State Department refused to give monopolies

or route restrictions on any run.
By August 26, 1947, it was obvious that once again
negotiations were at a standstill.

Again the problem was

due to Mexico's insistance on specific route restrictions.
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Reveley was instructed to stand firm.
air

The United States
74
policy forbade the development of monopolies.
By mid-October, the negotiations were getting

nowhere.

U.S. negotiators concluded that the United

States' demand for six air carriers into Mexico was too
aggressive.

The Latin American Route Case, a domestic

policy, must be withdrawn if negotiations with Mexico
were to succeed.

The State Department rejected this sug-

gestion, and again ordered the talks to be postponed.
Thus, after two attempts at negotiating, the United States
and Mexico still disagreed on major issues. To U.S. officials in 1947, these issues seemed insurmountable.

Every

day that went by without a treaty, patient U.S. air carriers lost money.

Faced with a stubborn Mexico, President

Truman decided to intervene in the negotiation process
and employ a personal envoy.
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CHAPTER II
THE BROWNELL MISSION
In the summer of 1948, after several months of
silence, the State Department concluded it was an opportune time to resume aviation talks with Mexico.

With

the failure of three previous attempts to conclude an air
transport agreement, pressure from domestic air carriers
and certain politicians began to weigh heavy on the White
House.

Typical of the airline pressure, in early 1948.

Braniff claimed that Pan American Airlines was blocking
air negotiations with Mexico.

But apparently Braniff had

confidence in the State Department, and reported that all
the necessary personnel and equipment were ready as soon
as a treaty was signed.

All parties involved. White House,

the State Department, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and
the Mexicans realized the friction between the two nations
was caused by differences over business philosophies.
The United States supported the idea of free trade and
equality of opportunity, because of its dominance in civil
aviaton.

Mexico, however, with its small weak airlines,
2
held firmly to protected air routes.
To sway the Mexicans, President Truman decided
to send his personal representative to expedite the
33
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negotiation process.

A personal representative was

Truman's sign of concern and involvement.

He hoped that

this personal touch would overcome past problems.

Truman

appointed George Brownell, a New York lawyer, to fly to
Mexico City for renewed bilateral air transport agreement
talks.

Brownell was not new to the diplomatic corps. He

had served as Minister of India and in 1946 was the personal representative of Truman in a mission to the Middle
East.

Brownell was to leave for Mexico City in late sum3
mer and bring back the desired air pact.
The Civil Aeronautics Board drafted a set of
guidelines for Brownell's negotiations.

The guidelines

included an approved structure for the proposed treaty
and potential route comprises agreed upon by the State
Department and Civil Aeronautics Board.

Joseph O'Donnell,

head of the C.A.B., advised the State Department that all
previous U.S. route requests or suggestions to Mexico were
no longer valid.

O'Donnell wanted any treaty to include

the option of assigning more than one air carrier to a
route.

He recommended that Brownell not make any conces-

sions unless without permission from Washington.
On Saturday, July 31, 1948, George Brownell and
Mr. Sydney B. Smith, Chief Foreign Aviation Division of
the Civil Aeronautics Board, departed for Mexico City.
The U.S. delegation arrived in Mexico City late Saturday
evening.

The next day, Brownell and Smith met with
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several embassy officials.

During a long conference,

Brownell spoke with Ambassador Thurston, Merwin Bohan,
Economic Counselor of the Embassy, and the Embassy
Attache, Dudley Singer.

The preliminary meeting focused

on strategy to secure the transport treaty.

Brownell ex-

plained the C.A.B.'s desire to obtain all requested routes,
but clarified his position by mentioning the C.A.B.'s
flexibility on several of the West Coast routes.

After

a long day of meetings, Brownell rested for his first encounter with the Mexican delegation.
On August 7, 1948, Brownell and Ambassador Thurston
met with President Aleman.

After introductions, Brownell

explained that although previous negotiations had failed,
he was confident that a mutually agreeable air treaty was
obtainable.

Brownell, however, made it clear that it was

impossible to grant each country's every desire.

Aleman

agreed and expressed his hope that negotiations would be
successful.

He told Brownell that his office was always

open to the needs of the visiting Americans and promised
to help on any problems that might come up.

Aleman ex-

pressed his approval of Brownell and told the whole U.S.
delegation that he would contact the Minister of Communications, Augustin Garcia Lopez, to set up a series of
meetings. 6
On Tuesday, Brownell met with Garcia Lopez and
Angel Martin Perez for the first talks.

Brownell explained
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that during his preparation for the meetings he had
discovered the problems between the two nations concerned
the form of the actual treaty and most importantly, the
selection of routes.

He told the Mexicans that the form

discussed in previous negotiations was not acceptable to
the United States, and insisted that the only diplomatic
obstacle was the issue of the routes.

Perez agreed and

asked to view U.S. route proposals.
Brownell gave the Minister the route proposals,
which had been forged months earlier by the Civil Aeronautics Board.

The routes were slightly altered from the

original 1946 negotiations, but in general covered the
same major U.S. cities and all previous requested Mexican
destinations.
tions:

The U.S. requested the following connec-

1) New York, Washington, D.C., and New Orleans

to Mexico City, 2) Los Angeles and El Paso to Monterrey
and Mexico City, 3) New York, Detroit, Chicago, Fort Worth/
Dallas and San Antonio and Laredo to Monterrey and Mexico
City, 4) Miami via Havana to Merida and beyond, 5) New
Orleans or Houston to Merida and beyond, 6) Houston,
Corpus Christi and Brownsville to Tampico, Mexico City,
o

Tapachula and beyond.
The major changes made by the United States
centered around the addition of major city stops in routes
one and three.

On route one, with the addition of New

York and Washington, an air carrier increased its pick
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up traffic by traveling down the populous East Coast.
The addition of major midwestern cities, Chicago and
Detroit, on route three picked up more traffic from the
center of the United States toward Mexico City.
five was a completely new addition.

Route

The Minister of Com-

munications took the U.S. proposals, but claimed the
Mexican proposals had not yet been prepared.

The meeting

was adjourned and the next conference was set for August
4, 1948.^
During the next meeting, the Mexican delegation
presented its route proposals to Brownell.
eight avenues into the United States.

Mexico wanted

It requested:

1)

Mexico City to New York (direct), 2) Mexico City to Miami
and beyond, 3) Mexico City to Los Angeles, 4) Mexico City
to Monterrey to San Antonio, 5) Mexico City to New Orleans,
6) Torreon to Monterrey to San Antonio to Houston, 7)
Nogales to San Diego, and 8) Mexico City to Monterrey to
St. Louis, Missouri to Detroit or New York and beyond.
Mexico had also changed some of its proposals from previous
negotiations.

Like the United States, Mexico sought to

tap the major midwestern and eastern cities of the United
States.
Once the Mexicans submitted their route plans,
Perez suggested several guidelines for the negotiations.
Mexico rejected any clause which allowed more than one
air carrier on any route.

Perez reiterated that Mexican
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airlines were not able to compete with U.S. air carriers,
unless granted some protection.

Mexico's need for special

treatment, the problem from previous negotiations, was
reflected in its request for a monopoly on flights from
Mexico City to New York City and Los Angeles.
adjourned the meeting and retired

Brownell

to study the propo-

sals.-"-^
George Brownell's visit to Mexico City had a great
impact on the Mexican aviation industry.

Mexican pilots,

in conjunction with their pilot association, supported
their government's attempt to gain full reciprocity over
U.S. skies, believing it was essential to the survival
of Mexican airlines.

Mexican papers featured many articles

and editorials on Brownell's stay in Mexico City.

Edi-

torials endorsed the Mexican government's call for protection.

Editors warned that accepting the U.S. idea of

free trade in the air would be "mortgaging" the future
of Mexican aviation, and destroy the small Mexican airlines.

Mexican newspapers claimed that the United States

treated other nations carriers unfairly and subsidized
U.S. airlines.

However, there was some support for the

American appeal for an air pact.

Aerovias Guest paid for

a full page ad in support of an air treaty.

But since

C.M.A., the largest Mexican air carrier backed the government side, such advertisements were ineffective. 12
The two delegations met again on August 5.

Mexico

demanded a monopoly on the nonstop between Mexico City
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and New York, but conceded a reciprocal run between New
Orleans and Mexico City.

Perez accepted the proposed

route two, but asked for a Mexican monopoly.

Mexican

delegates accepted U.S. routes three and four, only if
two U.S. air carriers flew to Dallas to Monterrey--Mexico
City with nonstop privileges.

On this route the United

States was asked to eliminate the San Antonio stop, which
gave Mexico a monopoly from Mexican destinations to San
Antonio.

Mexico accepted routes five and six, but only

from either Houston or New Orleans.

The Mexican delega-

tion agreed to route seven, but only if U.S. air carriers
would not over fly Mexico City.

Finally, Perez told

Brownell that the Mexican government was dropping its request of route eight through the midwestern United States. 13
Brownell sought to convince Perez of the United
State's flexibility and desire to negotiate for a mutually acceptable treaty.

He knew that the United States

had been perceived as inflexible, and he could not make
concessions without Washington's approval.

Brownell told

the Mexicans that he would review their counterproposals
and contact Washington to develop a U.S. answer.

During

the next six days, Brownell consulted Washington by cable.
On August 13, Brownell told Perez that the United States
government wanted the Mexicans to draft a statement of
their differences.

This statement gave Brownell some-

thing solid to relay to the State Department.

Perez
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agreed and stated that the Mexican government would present
the American delegation a list of grievances by early next
week. 14
On August 16, Perez gave Brownell a document listing
of all Mexico's problems concerning the U.S. plan.

The

memo restated Mexico's route requests and gave detailed
explanations for each requested route.

This time Mexico

asked for seven paths into the United States:

1) Mexico

City to New Orleans to New York City, 2) Mexico City to
Miami and beyond, 3) Mexico City to Los Angeles, 4) Mexico
City to Monterrey to San Antonio, 5) Torreon to Monterrey
to San Antonio to Houston, 6) Nogales, Mexico to San Diego,
7) Mexico City, Monterrey to St. Louis to Detroit to New
York and beyond.

The document from the Ministry of Commu-

nication and Public Works on route number one wanted the
air carrier to have two service stops.

Mexico wanted a

monopoly nonstop to New York City, but allowed the United
States to a multi-stop flight from New York to Mexico City
via Washington, D.C. and New Orleans.

Mexico wanted the

monopoly nonstop because foreign route duplication, would
be disasterous to Mexican carriers.

Mexico claimed that

its monopoly on route one would not hurt U.S. air traffic
volume,

because U.S. flights would pick up traffic on

the domestic layovers.

This type of arrangement, Mexico

believed, would solve the problem of free trade versus
protectionism in the air and provide a balance of passengers between the two countries.
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On the second service from route number one,
Mexico wanted the Mexico City to New Orleans run. With
regard to the U.S. request for a Washington D.C. to
Houston to Mexico City run, which would compete with
Mexico's flight to New Orleans, the Mexican delegation
raised the same problem of parallelism.

In previous

negotiations, Mexico had opposed route duplication, but
conceded the practice on the New Orleans to Mexico City
connection. 16
On route two, Mexico wanted the right to pick up
or drop off traffic in Miami, Florida to and from flights
from Europe.

This stop provided a good technical/fuel

layover on the way to Europe.

For route number three,

Mexico wanted to keep the status quo.

In 1948, both C.M.A.

and American Airlines served this route.

The Mexican air

carrier provided nonstop service, while the U.S. air carrier provided stops to small towns in route to Mexico City.
Mexico opposed other U.S. air carriers on this run.

The

delegates response asserted that Mexican law forbade route
duplication and that no agreement could permit the United
States to rewrite Mexican law.

Moreover, Mexico concluded

that since it did not subsidize its air carriers , competition on any duplicate routes would be unfair.
On route four, Mexico requested a monopoly from
Mexico City to San Antonio.

Mexico would allow Braniff

to enter Mexican air space, but only if

it flew
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from Brownsville, Texas, not San Antonio, to Mexico City.
Routes five and six were acceptable to both countries.
Mexico concluded its memo with a renewed request for a
flight through the midwestern United States.

Mexico made

this request, in anticipation of an air agreement with
p
^ 18
Canada.
After cable and telephone contact with Washington,
Brownell delivered a counterproposal.
six requested routes:

Brownell granted

1) Mexico City to New Orleans to

New York City, 2) Mexico City to Miami and beyond, 3)
Mexico City to Los Angeles, 4) Mexico City to Monterrey
to San Antonio, 5) Torreon to Monterrey to San Antonio
to Houston, and 6) Nogales, Mexico to San Diego.

The route

through the midwestern United States was omitted because
the Mexican delegation had not pressed hard for it during
previous conferences.

These routes were Mexico's under

the condition that it grant all the U.S. requests. 19
The United States was now seeking seven air links
to Mexico:

1) New York City to Washington, D . C , to New

Orleans to Mexico City, 2) Los Angeles to El Paso to
Monterrey to Mexico City.

The U.S. counterproposal clari-

fied route two with the condition that after August 1950,
it could either continue with the multistop route or fly
direct between Los Angeles and Mexico City, 3) Fort Worth/
Dallas to Monterrey to Mexico City, 4) San Antonio to
Laredo to Mexico City, 5) Miami to Havana to Merida and
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beyond, 6) New Orleans to Merida and beyond, and 7) Houston
20
to Corpus Christi to Brownsville and beyond.
Concerning the Mexican request for the Mexico
City-New Orleans-New York City run, the United States rejected both split service and a Mexican monopoly nonstop
from Mexico City to New York.

A nonstop on this route

was only acceptable if the United States received a reciprocal link.

On route six, Brownell had previously re-

quested flights from both Houston and New Orleans to Merida.
However, the new U.S. offer dropped the Houston leg, because it did not want to grant Mexico an additional competitive opening.

On route six, Mexico's requested flight

from Nogales to San Diego, the United States wanted Mexico's
temporary use of the Nogales, Arizona airport, because
of inadequate Mexican facilities, excluded from the bilateral air treaty.

Temporary permits for the use of the

Nogales, Arizona airport were to be pursued by other diplomatic channels.

However, the United States accepted the

route, with the above conditions.

The United States also

wanted to clarify aviation terminology between the two
nations.

Terminology, such as nonstop, was to be defined,

just between

negotiated cities.

For example, a U.S. flight

could stop at any domestic place before the same flight
O -I

started the nonstop between Los Angeles and Mexico City.
Mexico wanted U.S. air carriers to fly from
Dallas, skip San Antonio, to Brownsville and then to Mexico
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City.

Granting Mexico a monopoly to San Antonio was

impossible for a variety of reasons.

San Antonio had been

always served by U.S. carriers, and was the largest south
Texas city, and representing significant revenue.
Brownell's counter-offer promised to omit stops to San
Antonio on route three, and stops to Monterrey on route
four.

This compromise conceded a monopoly on traffic be-

tween Monterrey and San Antonio and reduced the number
of U.S. flights to these cities.

The United States cate-

gorically rejected Mexico's request for a nonstop monopoly
between Mexico City and New York. 22
The United States concluded its counterproposal
with an economic summary of route potential for each country.

The United States requested links to five Mexican

cities, while Mexico received access to eight U.S. destinations.

The United States claimed that Mexico had a

better chance to gain economically, because Mexico's eight
stops were U.S. major gateways to the heart of America's
population.
systems.

Each city was connected by railways and road

These transportation links gave Mexican carriers

access to millions of Americans.

The United States claimed

that its citizens had constituted over 60 percent of the
people traveling between the two countries and in 1947
had spent millions of dollars in Mexico.

Clearly the

United States delegation thought the acceptance of the
air pact was m Mexico's economic interests. 23
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Two days after Brownell presented the United States
counterproposal, Mexico replied.

The Mexicans claimed

they had approached the aviation agreements on a "realistic
plane" to assure the economic security of both nations.
Mexico explained that its position originated in the
Chicago Aviation Conference of 1944 and, was based on the
non-parallelism of routes.
of both countries.

Duplication harmed carriers

Mexico cited American agreements with

Canada and Great Britain which prohibited route duplication and reiterated that American calls for equal opportunity ignored U.S. supremacy in civil aviation. 24
To Mexico the United States position on equality
of opportunity meant disastrous

route duplication.

The

Mexican delegation believed it had made significant compromises on two route proposals, the Eastern Airlines service from New York City to New Orleans, and allowing
Braniff Airlines to fly into Mexican air space.

A Mexican

nonstop monopoly between Mexico City and New York was not
unfair given the concessions granted the United States.
Generally, the Mexican delegation did not like
the idea that a particular aircraft might fly over a route
or omit any stop on a set route.

But the Mexicans offered

to create a committee to study the issue.

Mexico disagreed

that it would receive most of the economic benefits.

It

responded that the United States had five flights into
Mexican territory, but Mexico had only one to the United
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States.

Mexico conceded that flying to the United States

had great economic potential, but noted that the U.S.
would also profit from the treaty.

Pan American, Mexico

claimed, would prosper because Mexico was a perfect link
to its South American routes.

Mexico

was quite valuable

to the United States with citizens willing to spend their
money in the U.S. economy.

Finally, Mexico claimed that

its only solution to equal opportunity was subsidized air
carriers, and it was in no financial position to begin
that process.

Mexico declared it had gone as far as it

could, no more concessions were possible.
After reviewing counterproposals, Brownell held
several informal meetings with the Mexican delegation.
The meeting centered around the problems of the monopoly
nonstops.

Brownell discovered that nothing more could

be squeezed out of the Mexican delegation.

The Mexican

government completely supported its delegation's position. 27
Brownell admitted that there was some validity
to the Mexican position.

He even suggested to his own

delegation, though he knew it was politically and diplomatically unrealistic, that Mexico could confine itself
to domestic flights while the United States flew the international routes.

Brownell believed it was impossible to

convert the Mexican delegation to the U.S. view.

Finally,

he informed Perez and the Mexican delegation that the U.S.
had conceded as much as U.S. business and air transport
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policy would allow.

Both sides had compromised on routes,

but the basic problem was finding a way to reconcile the
United States free competition viewpoint with the Mexican
28
protectionism.
Brownell asked to meet with President Aleman to
find a compromise.

Prior to this meeting, Brownell con-

ferred with the Foreign Minister and the Minister of Communications for several days.

During the meetings, the

officials agreed on the form of the proposed treaty and
the accepted routes, but no headway was made on the monopoly issue.

With no break in the problem, Brownell re-

quested a meeting with President Aleman as his last hope. 29
On August 25, 1948, Brownell, Smith and Ambassador
Thurston met with Aleman.

For the occasion, Brownell pre-

pared a letter that summarized all the obstacles.

He used

the text of the letter for the bulk of his conference with
the president.

He explained the situation, discussed the

problems, and went over the compromises each country had
made.

It seemed that each delegation had made all possible

concessions.

Brownell and Aleman concluded that further

talks on the problem routes were futile.

The problems

went beyond the delegations and were really questions of
policy which could only be altered by the home govern^ 30
ments.
Aleman was well versed on the subject and understood
the issues involved in the negotiations.

He indicated that

he had been thoroughly briefed by the Foreign Minister
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and Minister of Communications.

The Mexican President

defended the protectionism for Mexican carriers.

Brownell

countered that some Mexican air carriers supported the
bilateral air transport agreement.

In fact, Brownell ex-

plained that Lineas Aereas Mineras had published an open
letter in Mexican newspapers supporting the air treaty.
The letter had attacked certain Compania Mexicana de
Aviacion, claiming it had monopolized Mexican domestic
routes, as well as international connections.

The full

page advertisement centered on a letter to Aleman which
urged accepting the proposed pact.

L.A.M.A. asserted that

Mexican air carriers could compete with route duplication
in the international aviation world.

The company claimed

it had the fastest service from vital economic centers
of Mexico to the gateway cities of the United States.
Another Mexican air carrier, Aerovias Guest, took
the same position as L.A.M.A.

Representatives of Aerovias

Guest, telegraphed Brownell in support of the pact.

Also,

at the end of Brownell's visit to Mexico City, Aerovias
Guest officials called Brownell to express their disappointment in the failure of the negotiation, but quite
frankly, told him that without the support of C.M.A., all
negotiations between the two nations were doomed to failure. 31
C.M.A. influence alarmed Brownell who had no proof
of its attempt to disrupt negotiations, but believed C.M.A
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had blocked the treaty.

C.M.A. was partially owned by

Pan American Airlines, which opposed any treaty
would dismantle its monopoly.

that

Brownell had no proof of

Pan American's influence on C.M.A., but suspected that
if Pan American officials supported the air pact, C.M.A.
officials would immediately follow suit.

If no treaty

went through American Airlines might voluntarily give up
its Mexican route, and Pan American might regain its
monopoly. 32
The Brownell and Aleman meeting concluded with
an attempt to show good will.

Aleman promised to study

the issue further and give it his complete attention.
He conceded that C.M.A. might have too influential a position in Mexican aviation.

Pleading pressing domestic is-

sues, Aleman promised to pick up the matter some time in
September, and keep in communication through Ambassador
Thurston.

Aleman asked Brownell if he could return to

Mexico for further talks in September.

Brownell promised

that he would be available any time to reconvene the talks
The next day a joint press release announced an indefinite
suspension of civil aviation talks.

However, the suspen-

sion did not mean the complete rupture in civil aviation
between the two countries. 33
Brownell left on August 28, 1948.

Though he did

not accomplish his mission, he had laid the groundwork
for a potential treaty with his cordial relationship with
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President Aleman.

After Brownell returned to the United

States, he compiled his notes and wrote a report for President Truman.
Brownell outlined four main reasons for the
failure of negotiations.

The biggest problem was the op-

position of C.M.A., thelargest and most important Mexican
air carrier.

Since Pan American held forty-one percent

of the C.M.A.'s stock, Brownell was sure Pan American's
desires would always be C.M.A.'s.
was controlled by Pan American. 35

By all standards, C.M.A.

Brownell suggested the C.M.A. interest might be
addressed.

Since C.M.A. was a long established carrier,

Brownell thought it was capable of flying many of the proposed routes.

Alone, the routes would not run in competi-

tion with any other airline.

On these routes, C.M.A. air

traffic would increase and create much profit.

Brownell

hoped such a proposal might sway C.M.A. to accept an
American-Mexican treaty.
Brownell also indicated that the Latin American
Route Case of 1946 had caused problems between the United
States and Mexico.

Brownell believed that the imposition

of a domestic decision was not wise.

Also there were too

many routes and not enough traffic, the U.S. government
would have to cover the losses incurred by U.S. carriers.
Another factor was the temporary service to
Mexico by both nations.

Temporary permits had given Pan

37
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American, C.M.A., and American the idea that they had
special rights to Mexican air space.

Since it seemed

that these airlines served the needs of both the Mexican
and American public well, there was no domestic pressure
to change the type of service.

Brownell also suggested

that not enough pressure was being applied on the Mexican
government.

Pressure applied by the United States was

inconsistent, and he believed that a firm effort might
dissolve Mexican resistance.

Brownell suggested that

aviation agreements should be linked with other open ques38
tions between the countries.
Brownell also made recommendations for future
negotiations.

First, the United States should show the

Mexican government how strongly it wanted a treaty.
Aleman must be reminded through Thurston, and in the U.S.,
the State Department should impress the Mexican Ambassador
with the importance of the negotiations. 39 Second, the
Civil Aeronautics Board must meet with Pan American officials to discuss C.M.A.'s opposition.

Though the govern-

ment had no formal power over Pan American, Brownell
contended that no group of American citizens (the Pan
American Board) had the right to jeopardize an international agreement.

Pan American officials must be made

to support the controlled competition implied in the Latin
American Route Case.^0
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Finally, Brownell believed that Mexico must
understand that no proposed treaty could satisfy all its
demands.

He recommended the United States to take a firm

stand on future negotiations.

New talks should be held

in Washington, away from domestic Mexican pressure.

If

the Mexicans refused to come to Washington, all negotiations should be terminated and offers withdrawn. 41
Though Brownell had failed, he brought back some
valuable independent insight into the U.S.-Mexican aviation agreement problems.

He had developed a good working

relationship with Aleman, and suggested the formula of
linking the air agreements to other issues which would
ultimately prevail.
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CHAPTER III
CONTINUED FRUSTRATION
Throughout 1949, the various departments involved
in air agreement negotiations with Mexico discussed the
history and problems involved in the unsuccessful talks.
In November, the Department of State and the Civil Aeronautics Board jointly drafted a memo to Truman which outlined the problems between the two nations.

The memo

mentioned the United States' continuing problem in implementing the 1946 Latin American Route Case.

The document

also proposed the exchange of reciprocal air routes for
Eastern-Airlines and Aerovias Guest, from New York to New
Orleans to Mexico City.

Truman approved of the exchange

of the single route, and it was sent to the Mexicans for
their response.
For six months, the note sent south remained
unanswered.

However, in a letter between the Mexican

Foreign Minister, Manuel Tello, and an U.S. Embassy official, the Mexican government hinted that the approval of
only Aerovias Guest's application would stimulate Mexican
interest in renewed bilateral negotiations.

Some Mexican

officials, however, believed that future air talks should
55
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not be linked to the Aerovias Guest application.

U.S.

officials tried to acquire information on the possibility
of U.S. carriers receiving certificates to enter Mexican
air space.

Tello replied that he lacked such information,
2
but agreed to find out his government's position.
Although the informal meeting on the Eastern Guest
proposal generated renewed interest in a possible pact,
by August

1950, Undersecretary of State, James Webb and

Oswald Ryan, the Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board,
advised the president that the original U.S. proposal,
and the Eastern and Aerovias Guest route exchange, probably
3
had failed.

However, Mexico had suggested that the con-

cession to Aerovias Guest might lead to new talks, and
Webb and Ryan suggested that the United States should act
on the Mexican offer.

Mexico claimed that if Aerovias

Guest did not receive the grant to fly to the United States
the company would be in serious financial trouble.

Webb

and Ryan insisted that Guest's bankruptcy or even serious
monetary trouble was not in the best interest of aviation
relations, and urged granting the Mexican carrier its desired route.

Approval of the application might create

a better situation between the two governments. They also
suggested that the United States drop its policy of opposing reciprocal monopolies on routes. 4
The advise was persuasive.

On August 4, 1950,

President Truman granted Aerovias Guest right to stop in
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Miami, Florida while in route to Madrid, Spain.

Truman's

approval of the application, even though the United States
neither pressed for nor received Eastern's request, underscored the United States willingness to negotiate.

U.S.

carriers hoped this exchange would facilitate future air
talks, because they anxiously wanted to implement the
routes awarded them in the Latin American Route Case in
1946.^
Yet several months after Truman had granted the
Aerovias Guest concession, the State Department had not
received any reply from Mexico concerning Eastern's route
or, more

importantly, future air negotiations.

The State

contacted the Mexican Embassy in Washington to inquire
on the status of the two issues.

U.S. officials insisted

that Mexico had promised to re-open discussions if the
United States granted Aerovias Grant's route.

The Depart-

ment advised the Mexican Embassy that it was receiving
confusing signals from Mexico.

The Ambassador promised

to call Mexico City for an official response and to take
up civil aviation talks with the United States.

Several

weeks later, U.S. Ambassador to Mexico, William O'Dwyer,
spoke with President Aleman concerning the delay.

Aleman

was unimpressed with the U.S. action, and added that civil
aviation matters should be approached as a whole, not by
single route proposals.
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In response, the United States broke off all
formal and informal air treaty negotiations with the Aleman
Administration.

However, in March 1951, the United States

again initiated informal exploratory talks.

The discus-

sions, with presidential approval, were conducted by Chairman John Rentzel, of the Civil Aeronautics Board.

Rentzel

spoke with Aleman and top Mexican aviation officials on
the obstacles that stood in the way of the elusive air pact.
The talks centered around the Mexican objections to the
1946 Latin American Route Case.

Rentzel proposed modified

U.S. requests that would hopefully start a new series of
JT
-,
.
.
7
formal
negotiations.

Rentzel reported to Truman that Mexico might begin
new talks and there was a good possibility of an agreement.

Rentzel and Mexican officials discussed the possi-

bility of Mexico's operating the short haul routes,
including Mexico City to New Orleans, on a monopoly basis;
while the United States flew all the long hauls between
the major U.S. and Mexican cities. This idea was not new.
In 1948, in his report to President Truman, George
Brownell had suggested a similar idea.

However, Brownell

had conceded that it was politically impossible for Mexico
to agree to the idea because of national pride and its
economic situation.

Apparently by 1951, Mexico realized

such a plan might produce a satisfactory treaty.
Rentzel reported:

Finally,
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that under no circumstance, will it be possible to
execute or carry out the Latin American Decision of
1946 insofar as the certification of the three additional carriers to Mexico is concerned."
The Rentzel meetings and the Mexican proposal
challenged the Civil Aeronautics Board and the State Department.

The informal meetings, which created a more

cordial atmosphere, buried the C.A.B.'s 1946 Latin
American Route Case.

The new plan undercut this deci-

sion which had been approved by the president and supported by Congress and the concerned U.S. air carriers.
Before formal negotiations could begin, the C.A.B. and
the State Department had to find a way to circumvent the
Board's old decision legally and politically.
During May, the Secretary of Commerce, Charles
Sawyer and Rentzel, who became Assistant Secretary of Commerce on May 6, 1951, requested an informal meeting with
Martin Perez, the Mexican Minister of Communications and
Director of Civil Aviation.
new proposal.

The meeting

centered on the

The United States was excited with the idea

of continued informal talks,

but because of the route

case it was in no position to sign a formal agreement.
Because of the surprising conciliatory response from Mexico,
Sawyer and Rentzel wanted to delay the negotiations until
9
the C.A.B. Case predicament was solved.
Before Rentzel left the Civil Aeronautics Board,
he called a meeting with top members to discuss the Latin
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American Route Case.

Although the C.A.B. seemed willing

to change. State Department officials involved in the
meeting claimed it was impossible to negotiate a new treaty
with Mexico, if it ran against the presidentially approved
Latin American Route Case.

Rentzel agreed but suggested

that formal negotiations could be conducted with the understanding that specific sections of the case might be deleted.

He believed that once a satisfactory agreement

was worked out with Mexico, the United States could take
care of the legal problems and angry U.S. airline executives.

The meeting concluded with an understanding that

the United States was willing to negotiate an agreement
that followed the Mexican plan.
Two problems faced the government before any
invitations for formal negotiations could be planned.
First,

was the need for State to circumvent the decision

of 1946.

Second, was the selection of a negotiator.

Wal-

ter Radius, Director of the Office of Transport and Communications Policy, agreed that the time was right for
further negotiations but feared that formal negotiations
without an official stance on the reconsideration of the
Route Case would destroy the present good feelings.

He

believed that more informal conversations should be held,
while a decision was made on the case.

Since any change

in the route decision would take a lengthy series of
hearings and might harm U.S.-Mexican civil aviation
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relations, Radius suggested that the C.A.B. submit to
State the minimum number of U.S. route requests and an
evaluation of their importance.

The information afforded

by the C.A.B. gave the Department a place to begin.
There was some talk of Rentzel continuing his
activities with the Mexican government.

He had developed

an excellent relationship with the Aleman Administration,
and General A. Salinas-Carrenza credited Rentzel for the
new plan and the friendly atmosphere.

Rentzel helped to

steer around Mexico's objection to large numbers of airlines entering its air space, and to formulate the short
haul-long haul coute system.

However, Rentzel's position

as the Undersecretary of Commerce for Transportation,
prevented his selection for negotiator, because the State
Department, under the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, was
responsible for all international aviation agreements. 12
The consensus of all involved in air agreement
was that 1951-52 was a good time to obtain the long
awaited treaty.

In mid-October 1951, Donald Nyrop, the

new Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board, called a
meeting with C.A.B. officials to discuss new U.S. requests.

The group agreed on eight routes:

1) New York

to New Orleans to Mexico City, 2) Houston-BrownsvilleTampico-Mexico City-Tapachula and beyond, 3) New YorkWashington-Fort Worth/Dallas-San Antonio-Monterrey-Mexico
City, 4) Los Angeles-El Paso-Mexico City, 5) Los Angeles
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San Diego-La Paz-Mexico City, 6) San Antonio-Laredo
Monterrey-Mexico City, 7) Houston/New Orleans-Merida and
beyond, 8) Miami-Merida and beyond.

This position re-

flected the United States desire for the new plan and the
long haul-short haul option forged by Rentzel.

Long haul

links would be flown by the United States carriers, which
had the experience, aircraft and money to make the routes
13
profitable.
Though the government was committed to these long
haul connections, the C.A.B. found room for concessions.
On route one, the United States was unable to grant full
reciprocity, but was willing to give Mexico reciprocity
on the Mexico City to New Orleans leg.

In a complete

turnabout in air policy, the C.A.B. accepted the possibility, if Mexico demanded, of a Mexican monopoly on the
Mexico City to New Orleans route, for one year.

During

the period of the monopoly, U.S. carriers would operate
out of another southern city.

On route three, the C.A.B.

was willing to delete the Monterrey stop, only if Mexico
would refund American Airlines investment in the area and
release the carrier from any contractual obligations.
If Mexico strongly objected to route four and/or route
14
six, the U.S. would withdraw the requests.
Also, the conference agreed on acceptable requests
by Mexico.

These included:

1) Mexico City-Guadalajara
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Mazatlan-Hermosillo-Mexicali-Tijuana-Los Angeles, 2)
Mexico City-New Orleans, 3) Mexico City-Miami and beyond,
4) Mexico City-Monterrey-Laredo-San Antonio, 5) TorreonMonterrey-San Antonio, and 6) Chihuahua.

The C.A.B. re-

mained opposed to a Nogales to San Diego route, and the
use of Houston as a second departure point on route five.
The meeting also determined the representatives
for the upcoming negotiations.

The C.A.B. chose Chairman

of the C.A.B., Donald W. Nyrop, Gordon M. Bain, Director,
Bureau of Air Operations, and Edward A. Bolster, Chief,
Foreign Air Divisions.

After the conference, Nyrop sent

a letter to the State Department requesting a meeting with
the appropriate Mexican officials.

Nyrop's letter out-

lined the new proposals, and the designated U.S. representatives for the negotiations.
The State Department shared Nyrop's enthusiasm
for new negotiations, however, after reviewing the recommendations it advanced several questions.

Because of past

problems in aviation matters with Mexico, State wanted
to be sure that all potential areas of trouble were worked
out before, any arrangements for talks with Mexico were
confirmed.

The Department was not convinced that the

C.A.B.'s request met all of Mexico's requirements.

State

feared granting a short-haul monopoly to Mexico on the
New Orleans to Mexico City leg.
monopoly

Officials believed the

held serious implications for

overall air
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policy.

Ever since the Case of 1946, the U.S. had opposed

monopolies.

Mexico's request for protectionism or mono-

poly routes had caused the United States to refuse to sign
an air pact.

From an economic standpoint State conceded

that granting a temporary or permanent monopoly to Mexico
would not harm U.S. carriers, because of the small amount
of traffic between New Orleans and Mexico City.

A small

monopoly to Mexico might expedite the negotiation process,
but State feared the implications of the concession on
U.S. negotiations with other countries.

Despite its con-

cern with the effect on other negotiations, State's
willingness to concede small monopolies marked an important
change.

Ever since the first talks, the United States

had opposed any protectionistic measures and strongly waved
the flag of free trade.

This change by both C.A.B. and

the State Department was a significant and necessary con18
cession to sway the Mexicans into further negotiations.
Nyrop took up all the State Department suggestions.
He wrote that the favorable conditions between the two
countries must be exploited and defended the Board's
findings.

Nyrop argued that the monopoly concession was

necessary and it was not a major change in U.S. policy.
Also, he was not bound to the 1946 Decision because Truman had requested that the negotiations be accelerated
regardless of formally requested past decisions.

Now it

was up to the State Department to plan dates for the
talks.^^
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Early in November 1951, the American negotiators
met in the office of Charles Murphy, Special Counsel to
the President.

Chairman Nyrop outlined the history of

previous negotiations to Murphy and Hansen.

Nyrop sug-

gested that the C.A.B. plans, with the appropriate revisions be presented to Truman for his approval.

The

C.A.B. and the State finally agreed that granting a monopoly to Mexico would not alter overall air transport
policy, and that other Latin American countries could receive equal treatment.

Nyrop told Murphy that the United

States had made every attempt to make a
ceptable to Mexico.

package ac-

The U.S. position was fair, but it

was impossible to predict the Mexican reaction.

Nyrop

suggested that Murphy attend the negotiations in Mexico
City as Truman's personal representative. Murphy's presence would give U.S. delegation

a

presidential status,

and Mexico would have no recourse to ask for higher re. .•
20
presentation.

Murphy worried about the reaction of U.S. carriers
to the modification of the Route Case.

Nyrop responded

that both American and Eastern had agreed to the revision
in 1946.

Braniff's reaction was unknown, but Nyrop pre-

dicted that Pan American would give no opposition
directly or through its C.M.A. affiliate.

In late

November, Truman called Murphy from Key West, Florida and
approved the C.A.B. revisions for new negotiations.
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Again, talks were held in Mexico City.

At first

it was suggested the exploratory informal talks be held
prior to the formal meetings.

All the initial work for

the 1951 negotiations was completed by the U.S. Embassy
staff in Mexico City.

Chairman Nyrop and his staff left

for Mexico City on December 10, 1951.
lasted

slightly over a week.

The meetings

During the negotiations,

two groups of U.S. officials met with the Mexican delegation.

Nyrop and his staff met with Aleman but to gain

a second meeting with Aleman, U.S. Ambassador William
O'Dwyer and his staff met with the Mexicans.

U.S. offi-

cials felt this system would be the way to convince the
Mexicans of the importance of the American route propo, 22
sals.
First, the Nyrop group met with Aleman.

The U.S.

delegation offered Mexico a complete monopoly on the New
Orleans to Mexico City route.

Some members of the dele-

gation expressed concern that they had gone beyond Truman's
approval of the C.A.B. revisions.

However, the delegation

was reassured by the earlier conversation between Nyrop and
Murphy in Washington which had settled on a maximum three
year

head start for any potential Mexican monopoly.
U.S. Embassy staffers warned that a monopoly for

Mexico would effect relations with other Latin American
nations.

The delegates from Washington reassured them

that Truman had approved such an action.

On December 15,
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Nyrop reported uncertainty over Mexican agreement
concessions and that "the next forty-eight hours was
critical."

Nyrop noted that the United States had

ceded all possible routes and Mexico must either accept
^

1

24

or refuse the treaty.
Two days later, problems arose.
several areas of disagreement.

Mexico found

It demanded a nonstop

monopoly from Mexico City to Los Angeles, exclusive rights
to San Antonio, and the nullification of the United States'
request for the New York-New Orleans, Mexico City route.
Several of the problems were resolved when the United
States replaced New Orleans with Atlanta, and Mexico withdrew its request for exclusive landing privileges at San
Antonio.

Problems still centered on the Los Angeles-Mexico

City connection.

After a long meeting with Aleman, Martin

Perez told U.S. delegates that this route was necessary
because immense political and domestic pressure.

Nyrop

replied that the United States was under the same sort
of pressure.

Perez suggested a delay to persuade Wash-

ington to accept the Mexican proposal, but Nyrop convinced
Mexican officials to hold another meeting scheduled the
A
25
next.- day.

On December 18, after an unsuccessful meeting with
Aleman, Nyrop asked Ambassador O'Dwyer to
the Mexican President.
next morning.

meet again with

O'Dwyer and Aleman conferred the

Aleman appreciated the U.S. concessions.
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but contended that the monopoly nonstop from Mexico City
to Los Angeles was essential to the development of Mexico's
fledging civil aviation.

Mexico would allow an American

carrier the route only if it stopped in El Paso, which
Mexico did not consider competitive.

O'Dwyer was unable

to accept a Mexican monopoly on this link, but at the end
of the meeting, Aleman suggested that the United States,
originate its flight from San Diego and that after several
years both nations would consider moving the starting point
to Los Angeles.

Aleman implied this was the only obstacle

in the way of an air treaty.
O'Dwyer persuaded the U.S. delegation to accept
Aleman's offer.

The next morning U.S. delegates accepted

with the condition that Mexico delete its monopoly from
Mexico City to New Orleans.

The Mexican delegation, how-

ever, knew nothing of the Aleman offer and refused to allow
U.S. carriers a flight from Los Angeles or San Diego.
When O'Dwyer learned the Mexican response, he contacted
Lopez who explained that Aleman had not actually made the
San Diego concession.

O'Dwyer concluded that Mexican officials had convinced the President to withdraw the offer. 27
The surprised U.S. delegates contacted the White

House for approval of the new Mexican demand.

Truman

agreed to the concession only if the Civil Aeronautics
Board concurred.

From Mexico City, Chairman Nyrop tried

to get clearance from the rest of the Board members, but
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Nyrop failed.

He then contacted Lopez to set up a final

meeting to end the negotiations.

This late suspension

of the bilateral air transport agreement talks was an unfortunate circumstance.

Relations between the two nations

had never been better, and major concessions had been made
by the United States.

Dramatic action had to be taken,

and U.S. officials took aim at one of the major problems,
28
the 1946 Latin American Route Case.
Throughout the early months of 1952, the Mexican
aviation question remained on the minds of C.A.B. and
Department of State officials.

After the failure of the

December 1951 talks, Mexico and the United States held
very informal aviation talks between General Salinas
Carranza and C.A.B. officials during his short visit to
Washington in March. 29
Several C.A.B. members wrote opinions on the Mexican
aviation issue which were eventually sent to Truman for
his evaluation.

Nyrop still believed, despite the prob-

lems of last December, that conditions favored an agreement.
Nyrop argued that the United States should bargain for
routes, separately through the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City.
The United States was willing to give Mexico a monopoly
on the Mexico City to New Orleans link in exchange for:
1) Atlanta or Birmingham to Mexico City, and a nonstop
between Los Angeles and Mexico City. 30
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Nyrop knew the volume of traffic between New
Orleans and Mexico City was not that important to the
U.S. economy, and he believed the west coast route from
Mexico would provide an economic balance.

The Civil Aero-

nautics Board was willing to grant an exchange of routes
through a series of diplomatic notes, if the Mexicans were
unwilling to sign a treaty.

An exchange for a New Orleans

to Mexico City and Atlanta/Birmingham would be easy, but
the Board did not want to stop there.

Concerned that a

failure to pursue the nonstop Los Angeles to Mexico City
would only complicate matters, the C.A.B. believed the
United States had a right to have a nonstop connection
on the West Coast.

To service the southeastern United

States and not the West Coast was an injustice to the region.

Nyrop was also convinced that the deal would have

no effect on other Latin American nations.

He advised

the president if Mexico gained the West Coast monopoly
without returning anything to the United States, it might
be satisfied and rule out a full treaty.

Nyrop claimed

that if his goals were met, the United States stood a good
chance to implement all the routes sought by the C.A.B.
in 1946.^^
Donald Nyrop was not the only C.A.B. member to
contact Truman over the Mexican aviation problem.

Josh

Lee gave extensive advice to Truman during the early months
of 1952.

Lee thought that the United States should imple-

ment as much of the 1946 Case as possible.

He believed
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it was wise to accept the routes worked out in Nyrop's
1951 visit to Mexico City and wanted to attempt to implement the six-year-old decision on a route-by-route basis.
Since U.S. carriers were already operating on temporary
permits the addition of the two links agreed upon in December would

allow four air carriers to operate in Mexico.

Lee envisioned a step-by-step process establishing the
full C.A.B. decision. 32
Lee, however, took a different position on Mexican
monopolies.

His position was more sympathetic than most

of the C.A.B. members who ignored or distained Mexican
carriers.

Lee noted that the principles of reciprocity

and equal opportunity looked fair on paper, from a U.S.
perspective.

However, Mexico was a newcomer in civil avia-

tion and depended on U.S. technology.

There was no way

Mexico could compete with the United States.

If reciprocity

was a norm on every route, Mexican carriers were doomed
to failure.

Lee believed that, even with adequate passen-

ger potential, the United States had great advantages on
any reciprocal route.

He concluded that U.S. air policy

was impractical and not based on equality of opportunity.
Lee wanted the United States to appreciate the
special situation of the Mexicans and evaluate the true
route advantages for both countries.

He saw no reason

for the United States to expect complete reciprocity on
each route.

For example, a Mexican monopoly on the New
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Orleans to Mexico City, was acceptable, because on similar
service from Atlanta, a

U.S. carrier would pick up all

the East Coast traffic originating from New York City.
With the West Coast route, the Mexican advantage
diminished if American Airlines received a temporary permit.

Even with a stop in La Paz, Baja

California, Pan

American had access to all the major West Coast cities.
In this light, the United States certainly held the advantage.

Lee believed that if the president and other C.A.B.

members took off their blinders of equal opportunity and
judged each route on its actual advantages, an air pact
with Mexico was obtainable.

Furthermore, the United States

could implement Lee's ideas without being perceived as
surrendering to Mexico.

Lee believed the United States

had two options in future negotiations with Mexico.

First,

it could wait on the Mexicans to renew negotiations.

In

reality, this option meant that only the temporary permits
by Pan American and American would operate and it would
be difficult to implement the Latin American Route Case.
Second, the U.S. could seek another series of negotiations
based on the 1951 U.S. proposals.

Lee opposed this option

because after six years, even with the major U.S. concessions, this position had been tested and had failed. 3 5
Other problems arose.

Because of the long delay

in obtaining a treaty with Mexico, an anxious Eastern
Airlines tried to quicken the negotiation process.

As
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early as 1951, the President of Eastern Airlines, Eddie
Rickenbacker, convinced the Mexican government to issue
Eastern a certificate for the New Orleans to Mexico City
run under the condition that the United States would grant
Mexico the reciprocal route.

Later, in March of 1952,

when the C.A.B. found out about Eastern's dealings, an
angry Nyrop protested Rickenbacker's undertaking.

He told

Eastern to stop any negotiations, drop all commitments
to the Mexican government, and not to initiate any more
negotiations without the consent of the Civil Aeronautics
Board.

However, in direct disobedience to Nyrop, the Chief

Attorney for Eastern Airline, E. Smythe Gambrell, met with
Mexican officials in July, 1952.

On July 7, 1952, Mexico

issued a certificate to Eastern to fly the New Orleans
to Mexico City link, with the condition the U.S. would
do the same for a Mexican carrier.
The C.A.B. worried about the implications of
Eastern's initiatives.

Besides the obvious violation in

U.S. law, these talks considered only Eastern's concerns,
and had the potential to usurp the foreign relations power
from Truman.

Once the news of Eastern's certificate was

made public, several prominent politicians from the southeastern United States contacted the White House.

Senator

John Sparkman, Democrat from Alabama and Chairman of the
Select Committee on Small Business, requested reciprocal
rights to Mexico so the southeast could enjoy the benefits
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of international aviation.

Mayor William Hartsfield, of

Atlanta, telegraphed Truman and insisted that he approve
the Eastern plan, because it was only fair that the vital
centers of the southeast be served with international
aviation. 37
Eastern's talks with the Mexican government,
together with Mexico's proposal shocked the Truman Administration which finally admitted that Mexico did not
want anything to do with the certificates approved by the
C.A.B. in 1946.

Moreover, U.S. carriers were at the end
38

of their patience with official U.S. negotiations.
cordingly Truman had to do something drastic.

Ac-

In the sum-

mer of 1952, he drafted a letter to the Civil Aeronautics
Board that nullified his approval of the controversial
1946 decision.

The letter, addressed to Chairman Nyrop,

explained the president's position on U.S.-Mexican civil
aviation relations.

The existence of three nonoperative

certificates was the main reason for the problem with
Mexico.

However, there was no mention of the differences

on protectionism.

Truman worried that as long as there

was no air treaty, another country might try to seize traffic between Mexico and the United States.

He also

charged

that the "partial negotiations" of Eastern Airline might
prejudice the bilateral negotiation process.
three important actions.
of the 1946 decision.

Truman took

First, he withdrew his support

Second, he insisted that a "fair"
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treaty be negotiated and signed quickly, and third, that
the C.A.B., once a treaty was signed, implement it immediately.^
Before Truman sent the letter to Nyrop, he was
unsure of the legal implications in his nullification of
a C.A.B. decision and of his power to strike down the 1946
Case with a stroke of a pen.

Accordingly he sent the draft

letter to U.S. Attnorney General James McGranery.

After

a month of study, McGranery eased Truman's worries.
McGranery quoted the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938:
The issuance, denial, transfer, amendment, cancellation, suspension, or revocation of, and the terms,
conditions, and limitations contained in, any certificate authorizing an air carrier to engage in overseas air transportation shall be subject to the
approval of the President.
The Attorney General found no problem in Truman's suspension, since the certificates had not been used.

McGranery

mentioned that Truman's action "contemplates" a hearing,
but suggested it was unnecessary.

Since the inoperable

grants were an obstacle to a treaty with Mexico, and since
the president had the final authority, there was no legal
requirement for any formal hearings which might embarrass
the president and delay negotiations.

Besides, the presi-

dent was not forced to explain foreign policy decisions
to a C.A.B. panel.

Angry U.S. air carriers lacked legal

recourse since service had already been started.
On September 8, 1952, Truman forwarded his letter
to Nyrop.

The letter ordered Nyrop to nullify the three
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outstanding certificates, directed the State Department
to negotiate a quick and fair treaty, and called for a
rapid implementation of the routes after a treaty. 43
Truman's veto of the Latin American Route Case
was

a necessary

lations.

step in U.S.-Mexican civil aviation re-

Now, there was no basis to the Mexican claims

of prejudiced route selection by the United States.

Tru-

man's action was the forceful step that would hopefully
renew bilateral negotiations.

Unfortunately Truman made

no mention of the real problem, the issue of reciprocity
versus monopoly which would have to be solved at the negotiating table. 44
Several weeks after Truman's letter filtered
throughout the various involved departments, Secretary
of State, Dean Acheson, initiated top level meetings to
renew talks.

Acheson warned that political pressures from

both sides of the border might push the United States into
an "unacceptable" agreement.

He defined an "unacceptable"

treaty as one that gave Mexico a monopoly on any route.
To Acheson, an acceptable pact must be based on the principles of reciprocity.

Concluding an "unacceptable" treaty

threatened the ideas of regulated competition and reciprocity.

The Secretary of State also thought an unacceptable

treaty might prompt American carriers to pressure Congress
and result in a loss of presidential power in international
aviation.

45
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Because of all the pressures awaiting the
negotiation team Acheson wanted a strong independent
chairman.

He wanted a person free from external pres-

sures, but one who knew the importance of an air agreement.

In a closed door meeting with Truman, the president

told his Secretary of State that he had withdrawn the U.S.
certificates to develop a cordial atmosphere with the
Mexicans.

Acheson presented his ideas of unacceptable

versus acceptable treaties, and Truman said he wanted competition on the air routes.

Acheson asked for permission

to name a strong chairman and suggested that Dr. Donald
Baker be appointed.

Baker was a State Department consul-

tant and former Director of the Office of Transport Communication Policy from 1945-46.

Truman approved of

Acheson's selection and predicted he would be an excellent
^46
appointment.
In late September, Acheson, Nyrop, and other
officials met to discuss the aviation talks.

Nyrop de-

tailed his December 1951 visit to Mexico City and reiterated Mexico's insistence on a monopoly on specific
routes, which had caused the termination of the talks.
Nyrop also suggested that Pan American's subsidary, C.M.A.,
lay behind Aleman's support for monopolies.

On the major

routes Nyrop sought full reciprocity, but he suggested
that the United States delay starting its flights to allow
Mexican air carriers time to establish their service.
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Nyrop asked to head the negotiating team, but was told
that Donald Baker had been chosen by the Secretary of
47
State and the President.
On October 10, 1952, Nyrop sent Truman an outline
of the C.A.B.'s recommendations.
the following routes:

The C.A.B. suggested

1) Los Angeles-Mexico City and

beyond, 2) New York to Washington to Dallas/Fort Worth
to San Antonio-Mexico City, 3) New York to Washington to
New Orleans to Mexico City, 4) Miami to Merida to Mexico
City, 5) Houston-Brownsville to Tampico to Mexico City
and beyond, 6) New Orleans-Merida and beyond.

If the

Mexicans objected to route four, the United States would
accept Miami-Merida and beyond. 48
The routes granted to Mexico were:

1) Mexico City

to Guadalajara to Mazatlan to Hermosito to Mexicali to
Los Angeles, 2) Mexico City-Torreon to Chihuahua to El
Paso, 3) Mexico City to Monterrey to Brownsville, 4)
Mexico City to New Orleans to New York and beyond to Montreal, 5) Mexico City to Miami and beyond, 6) Mexico City
to Monterrey to Laredo to San Antonio, and 7) Chihuahua
Cananea to Nogales. 49
U.S. officials accepted a Mexican monopoly between
Mexico City and Miami, but rejected a similar monopoly
between Mexico City and New Orleans as an unacceptable
policy precedent challenging relations with other Latin
American nations.

U.S. concessions would await Mexico's
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position.

The Americans agreed that the new discussion

would begin with exploratory talks initiated by the Embassy in Mexico City.

Baker added that only Aleman knew

what the Mexicans desired in a treaty and promised that
negotiations would

not stray from U.S. policy without

complete discussion and debate in Washington.

The pro-

jected date for renewed talks with Mexico was October 15,
but Aleman once more pleased prior commitments.
By late October, William Belton, Officer in Charge
of Mexican Affairs, returned from Mexico City and pessimistically advised David Stowe, Administrative Assistant
to President Truman, that an air agreement could not be
signed between the time of the U.S. presidential election
(November 4) and the inauguration of the new Mexican president on December 1, 1952.

Stowe suspected that if Aleman

wanted to sign a treaty he could, but officials in Washington realized there was not enough time to forge a fair
and acceptable treaty.
For seven years the Truman Administration had
tried to obtain a bilateral air transport treaty with
Mexico.

Years of negotiations, stubbornness, concessions

and change in air policy had born nothing but confusion
and frustration.

It was up to the new president, this

time a Republican, Dwight D. Eisenhower, to hammer out
a treaty.

With both countries changing leaders, bilateral

negotiations were cast in a new light.
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CHAPTER IV
EISENHOWER AND SUCCESS
The new Republican Administration of Dwight
Eisenhower inherited the seven-year-old impasse over passenger service with Mexico.

Eisenhower's positon was com-

plicated by domestic legal difficulties arising from
Truman's revocation of the airline certificates, continued
disagreement within the Civil Aeronautics Board, and
growing demands for service with Mexico from the increasingly important and growing Sunbelt.

Anxious to end the pro-

longed dispute and especially responsive to the new calls
for some solution the administration resorted to the delicate use of economic pressure to force Mexico to conclude
an aviation agreement.
In early 1953, while some observers speculated
that Mexico's new president Ruiz Cortinez might prove more
receptive to an agreement, pressure began to mount on the
new United States President concerning the aviation dispute.

Interested parties, both airline executives and

congressmen, wanted to know how the new administration
was going to solve the longstanding problem.

Most politi-

cal pressure came from the southeastern and southwestern
84
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United States.

Mayor Delessups S. Morrison, of New

Orleans, wrote the White House and explained his frustration over the delay in service for Eastern Airline from
New Orleans to Mexico City.

He blamed Pan American and

American Airlines for the United States' lack of success
in obtaining a treaty, accusing the two carriers of interfering

with the negotiating process with Mexico.

Morri-

son's view was confined to advancing the city of New Orleans
and had no national perspective.

He complained that the

U.S. had missed the opportunity to have a flight from New
Orleans to Mexico with the 1952 Mexican offer.

Finally,

Morrison demanded a quick solution to this bothersome prob1
2
lem.

The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce also contacted
the president.

These businessmen wanted Eisenhower to

negotiate quickly with Mexico so that Western Airlines
could begin service from Los Angeles to Mexico City.

The

Chamber was concerned over Mexico's ability to have its
flag carrier fly into the U.S. and feared that if no air
treaty was signed, Western Airline would not be able to
3
enter Mexican territory.
In Washington, Bernard Shanely, Acting Special
Counsel to Eisenhower, dealt with the growing political
pressure.

He met with Mayor William Hartsfield of Atlanta

and several other representatives of southeastern states.
Shanely agreed with the state officials on the necessity
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of a bilateral air treaty and tried to convince them that
the Eisenhower Administration was sensitive to the need
of the southeastern United States.

Finally, he conveyed

to the local officials the delicate nature of the negotiation

process with Mexico.
The Eisenhower Administration handled the domestic

political pressure with ease.

However, in April the new

administration was faced with an explosive issue which
emerged from the past to complicate the Mexican aviation
question.

The problem lay in Truman's

1952 nullification

of the Latin American Route Case certificates.

All the

carriers involved in the case were furious with Truman's
action but by thetime they mounted a legal attack against
Truman, Dwight D. Eisenhower had become president.
In late April, Eastern Airlines challenged Truman's
veto of the 1946 certificates.

Eastern initiated a cer-

tificate of public necessity and convenience for a flight
between New Orleans and Mexico City with the Civil Aeronautics Board.

Eastern's complaint was based on the legal

precedent that not even the president could destroy private property without due process.

Under the Civil Aero-

nautics Act of 1938, the requisite due process required
proper notification and a C.A.B. hearing.

Eastern's at-

torneys conceded that the president had the power to change
or nullify the certificates only after he adhered to the
administrative duties put forth by the Act.

The barristers
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claimed that Truman's action "was the most flagrant
disregard of Congressional statute and constitutional
rights which this nation has ever witnessed."
Eastern attacked the legal basis for Truman's
action.

First, he had justified his veto on the basis

that the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 had granted him
the appropriate power and that he was not obligated to
explain his foreign policy decisions to C.A.B. members.
Eastern countered that Truman must go through proper administrative channels and that the president had no inherent power to strike down the certificates without a
hearing.
Truman also had based his veto on the idea that
the certificates were inoperative until Mexico signed a
treaty with the United States.

Lawyers for Eastern at-

tacked this notion as preposterous.

They claimed that

a certificate was valid on the day of issuance.

Eastern

officials claimed that requiring Mexican concurrence
meant that a foreign country could dictate U.S. policy.
Eastern asked Eisenhower to overturn the illegal stance
o

taken by the former administration.
The Eisenhower Administration's first view of the
nullification problem mirrored the Truman stance.

Eisen-

hower's assistants determined the C.A.B. was simply an
advisor to the president, and he had the ultimate
authority to grant or deny certificates.

They believed
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that Eisenhower was not held to the decisions of the
Truman Administration and that the certificates were not
meant to be a burden to an administration negotiating a
treaty with a foreign government.
In early August, Eisenhower was faced with
another issue based on the decisions of Truman.

The tem-

porary permit issued by Truman for Aerovias Guest in 1950
for service from Mexico City to Miami was up for renewal.
Eisenhower's advisors told him that Truman had approved
the permit for a Mexican carrier to operate in the United
States, but on several occasions had refused to allow
similar service to the United States from a western or
southeastern city.

The date of Aerovias Guest's termina-

tion was August 24, and the United States had not received
a renewal application from the Mexican government.

C.A.B.

members urged that the Mexicans should not be warned of
the upcoming deadline, and that Mexico must make the application with enough time for the United States to deliberate on the issue.

The State Department had no

problems with the termination of Guest's permit.

With

ample time the United States would approve another appli^

r
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cation from the Mexican carrier.
On August 13, 1953, Eisenhower received a report
from Robert Griffith, a C.A.B. member, on the legality
of Truman's nullification of the Latin American Case certificates.

Griffith's report focused on the powers granted
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to the president in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938.
He conceded the president had the power to change the
certificates, but no cancellation was legal without
proper notification and a hearing.

Griffith concluded

that Truman's action had been invalid because he did not
follow the

proper administrative procedures and that it

was a willful destruction of private property.

Eisenhower

read the report, and then asked his Attorney General,
Herbert Brownell to study the issue.
The C.A.B. advised Eisenhower that he must come
to a decision of Truman's nullification.

The Board mem-

bers believed that the failure to implement the Latin
American Case had hampered the traffic in air service with
Mexico, and that the desired routes could not be sustained
without a U.S. government subsidy.

However, they knew

that the Los Angeles to Mexico City Route, being operated
by C.M.A., was highly profitable and any new U.S. proposal
should have a request for a reciprocal flight on this route.
Because of sparse traffic, the Board had no problems with
a Mexican monopoly from New Orleans to Mexico City, but
wanted the United States to have similar service from
another southeastern city.

The C.A.B. also suggested a

U.S. flight from New York City to Mexico City, to compete
with the Air France service between the two cities.

Finally

the C.A.B. advised the president to request that the State
Department and the C.A.B. to submit formal proposals for
. 13
an air pact.
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With the permission of Chairman Gurney, Josh Lee,
an influential member of the Board, expressed his view
on the Mexican aviation question to Bernard Shanely.
was quite frank with Shanely.

Lee

He maintained that both

Pan American and American airlines were determined to
preserve their flights by blocking the negotiation proicess.

Lee cited as evidence George Brownell's 1948 re-

port and recent route hearings with Pan American and
American.

He even suggested that the evidence should be

presented to the Justice Department for anti-trust investigation.

To avoid interference from Pan American and

American Airlines, he recommended that the next air talks
be held at a very high level.

He advised that a personal

representative of Eisenhower might solve the problem, however, he made no mention of Truman's personal envoy's
failure to obtain a treaty in 1948.

Lee criticized Truman

for not accepting the 1951 and 1952 Mexican proposal.
With the two routes of that offer, the United States could
have had two more avenues into Mexican airspace. 14
After long study. Attorney General, Herbert
Brownell, Jr., advised Eisenhower that Truman's action
against the three route certificates had been invalid.
Brownell informed Eisenhower that the Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938 had given the president power to change certificates only after proper administrative procedure.
He told Eisenhower that a C.A.B. hearing in no way
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infringed on his foreign policy making power.

Eisenhower

sent a press release to the three carriers that informed
them that their certificates were still operative, but
gave no time frame for their implementation.
On May 21, 1954, the Civil Aeronautics Board gave
Eisenhower a new set of route requests and asked him to
obtain an air agreement with Mexico based on its recommendation.

The C.A.B. requested six routes into Mexico:

1) New York, Washington to Mexico City, 2) Chicago, Dallas,
San Antonio-Mexico City, 3) Los Angeles to Mexico City
and beyond, 4) New Orleans-Merida and beyond, 5) MiamiMerida and beyond, and 6) Houston,Brownsville, Tampico
to Mexico City.

The C.A.B. granted seven routes to Mexico:

1) Mexico City, Guadalajara, Mazatlan, Hermosillo, Mexicali to Los Angeles, 2) Mexico City to New Orleans, 3)
Mexico City to New York and beyond, 4) Mexico City to
Miami and beyond, 5) Mexico City to Laredo, 6) Mexico
City, Chihuahua to El Paso, and 7) Chihuahua to Nogales,
Arizona.

If the Mexicans wanted a route to San Antonio,

the C.A.B. would switch Laredo to San Antonio on route
five.

Assignment of specific carriers would come after

the air treaty was signed by both nations.
The State Department offered no objections to the
C.A.B. proposals.

State, however, was concerned over do-

mestic problems and a highly publicized negotiation.
State Department officials believed that all parties.
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those now serving Mexico and those mentioned in the Latin
American Case, could not be satisfied with the outcome
of the negotiations.

State wanted to be sure that no

carrier would disrupt the air talks.

To avoid the pub-

licity inherent in a formal delegation to Mexico City and
airline interference, the State Department suggested that
talks be conducted in Mexico City by U.S. Ambassador Francis White. 17
In late July, Eisenhower approved of White's
leading the negotiations.

White was a veteran diplomat.

He had served as Assistant Secretary of State from 19271933 and Minister of Czechoslovakia in 1935.

White was

instructed to work with the Mexicans on his own time
table; however, if the Mexicans were reluctant to talk
he was ordered to contact the State Department for reevaluation.

Finally, White was told that his negotiations

should in no way endanger the Rio de Janeiro Economic Con18
ference scheduled for the fall of 1954.
Late in December 1954, C.A.B. member, Lee wrote
Mayor Delesseps S. Morrison concerning the certificates
of public interest and necessity filed by Eastern Airlines.

Eastern's request had been rejected by the C.A.B.

earlier that month.

However, Lee had a dissenting opinion

in Eastern's case, and in his letter, Lee took a bold step
in expressing his views to Morrison.

For several years

Lee had believed that the United States should exchange
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routes, particularly the New Orleans to Mexico City, with
Mexico for the purpose of incrementally implementing the
Latin American Route Case.

Now, Lee took the time to ex-

press his feelings on the whole Mexican aviation question
and the prejudices of the Civil Aeronautics Board.
Chairman Gurney had claimed that, "it has not been
from lack of authority from the Civil Aeronautics Board
that Eastern has not been able to start its route between
New Orleans and Mexico City."
jected this statement.

Lee, however, flatly re-

He had unsuccessfully tried to

persuade the Board to give Eastern the New Orleans to
Mexico City run in 1952.

Lee charged that the Board had

an attitude that all problems must be solved before anything could be acted upon.

Lee denounced this stance as

unrealistic and inflexible.

Lee noted that the status

quo

policy of the C.A.B. gave Pan American and American

Airlines a significant advantage since they still operated
based on their temporary permits into Mexico.
completely

with Eastern's position.

Lee sided

On December 29, 1954

Morrison drafted a letter to Gurney which argued against
the C.A.B.'s prejudgments.

The letter was cosigned by

several southeastern governors and congressmen.
A

^jf

•

,

^ • ^ •

Lee also

2 0

signed Morrison's petition.
In January 1955, Eisenhower was swamped with
letters from officials from both the western and southeastern sections of the United States.

The letters asked
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the same question:

When will the United States negotiate

a treaty with Mexico so we can inaugurate our air service
to Mexico?

Eisenhower's staff replied that all depart-

ments involved in the Mexican air problem were working
o1

overtime to secure a satisfactory treaty.
In May, the Mexican government handed Ambassador
White a proposal which contained a Mexican monopoly on
the Mexico City to Los Angeles route. Again, the United
States rejected the deal because of the monopoly, and in
September sent a counterproposal based on equal competition.
circle.

Relations with Mexico seemed to have come full
After several years of concessions on both sides,

the 1955 proposals reflected the old schism between protectionism versus free competition. 22
Meanwhile, the American carriers were

publicly

bickering and blaming each other for the failure of negotiations.

In 1954, following the re-instatement of the

route certificates, several airlines had filed for the
right to fly nonstop from New York to Mexico City.

During

the C.A.B. hearings, American asked to drop its required
stop in Dallas.

American sought this nonstop link to com-

pete with Air France which had already begun a nonstop
New York-Mexico City run.

When the C.A.B. granted Ameri-

can's request. Eastern Airlines and Josh Lee protested
that the C.A.B. decision lacked presidential approval.
American responded that its new route offered competition
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in New York to Mexico City flights.

Although Pan American

also protested the American grant, the C.A.B. continued
to sanction the American service until 1956. 23
In late November the C.A.B. held another set of
hearings.

Eastern claimed Pan American and American had

blocked its New Orleans to Mexico City connection.

In

response Pan American charged Eastern had sought to secure service via secret talks with Mexican officials in
24
1952.
Charges and countercharges continued into 1956
when the C.A.B. revoked American's nonstop, citing opposition from the Mexican government. 25
At the onset of 1956 the Eisenhower Administration
devised a strategy which finally broke the long impasse.
With diplomacy apparently deadlocked and the airlines publically blaming each other and the C.A.B., demands had
increased for the administration to secure a settlement.
Washington concluded that the time had come to apply pressure on Mexico through threatening to end all Mexican
landing rights in the United States and more importantly,
through linking several pending Mexican loan requests to
Mexico's accepting an airline deal.

For his part. Ambas-

sador White moved to ensure that Mexico's President Ruiz
took personal charge of negotiations.

Since Mexico his-

torically had reacted angrily to even the appearance of
yielding to American demands, this process required great
caution and tact.

Moreover, 1956 was an election year.
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and knowledge of the new strategy that reached the hands
of Congressmen or airline executives might prove politically embarrassing and seriously harm relations with
Mexico.

Therefore, Eisenhower's advisors decided to

classify material on renewed negotiations on a "need to
know basis."
In Mexico City, Ambassador White sought to
circumvent an additional obstacle to a settlement, the
obstructionism of Mexico's Minister of Communication,
Walter Buchanan.
20, 1956.

White visited President Ruiz on February

When the Mexican leader indicated a desire to

enhance his country's aviation competitiveness by solving
the ten-year-old problem, White complained that Buchanan
had been reluctant to provide precise information on
Mexico's negotiating position.
^u

^^

Ruiz promised to rectify

27

the matter.
In March, perhaps influenced by rumors that the
United States might deny landing rights to Mexico carriers, Ruiz again indicated a willingness to reach some
28
kind of agreement.
White again charged that Buchanan
was an obstacle, reporting that each time the United
States made a concession, Buchanan advanced a new demand.
As proof the Ambassador showed Ruiz a draft which the
Mexican leader found acceptable.

When White presented

the document to Buchanan, the Minister of Transportation
added new conditions limiting the number of U.S. flights
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and requiring American service leaving Mexico for points
south to stop over in Guatamala--an action certain to cut
the volume of traffic.

Ruiz again promised to rectify
9Q

the matter and assumed charge of subsequent negotiations.
State had already sought to strengthen the
Ambassador's hand.

In late February, Special Aviation

Counselor, Dana Latham, had instructed White to inform
Mexican officials that if nothing improved in the negotiations within a few days, the United States would cancel all Mexican carrier permits in the United States.
However, White refused to pressure the Mexicans. He judged
that the United States had caused many of the recent delays
and feared Mexico's reaction to such obvious arm twisting. 3
Assistant Secretary of State, Holland, concurred and
feared that an ultimatum to Mexico might shatter all aviation

1 .-•
31
relations.
When a March 1956 summit meeting between the

leaders of the United States, Canada, and Mexico in White
Sulphur Springs, West Virginia made no headway on the air
service question, Washington concluded that pending Mexican loan requests offered the best leverage for resolving
the aviation rights dispute.
for several loan applications.

In 1954 Mexico had filed
The private company,

Fundidora de Fierro y Acero of Monterrey, had asKed for
26 million, the National Railroads of Mexico sought 23.5
million, and the National Steel Mill, Altos Hornos,
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requested 23.6 million dollars.

On June 14, apparently

without initially advising Ambassador White, the State
Department told the Import-Export Bank to hold up the
loans. 32
Ruiz summoned Ambassador White the same day and
told the U.S. Ambassador that he was suspending action
on the aviation agreement until he could determine if the
United States was trying to pressure Mexico into a treaty.
White added that the United States had offered appropriate
concessions, but that Mexico had not responded.

Ruiz de-

clared that he had not studied the aviation problem.
White quipped that this response was similar to the inaction of Mexico in 1952.

He remarked that the United

States had repeatedly conceded to the Mexican wishes in
promise of

an air pact, but Mexico had always found ex-

cuses to avoid a formal treaty.

Ruiz Cortines warned

that he would not tolerate any pressure from
United States.

the

Ruiz Cortines was very concerned about

the loan for the railroads.

White tried to convince the

president and several of his staff that the loan hold-up
had nothing to do with the aviation pact.

Ruiz Cortines

promised to discuss the matter with his staff, and to contact White when his meetings were finished. 33
White contacted Washington to
complications with the Mexican loans.

sort out the
Washington denied

the allegations that the United States was using the loan
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applications as blackmail.

The Ambassador suggested two

possible avenues of action with Mexico.

The United States

could grant the Fundidora Loan in a show of good faith
while holding up the others and ask the Mexican government to act on the aviation agreement, or the United States
might tell the Mexicans that all loans would be frozen
until the treaty worked out.
Unknown to White, however, the State Department
was using the loans to force the Mexicans into signing
an air agreement.

Officials in Washington believed that

the loans could be linked to foreign policy objectives
on a case-by-case basis.

But officials were worried that

they would be accused of employing dollar diplomacy if
they were not careful. 35
Throughout June and July, the United States delayed
the three loans to Mexico.
Mexican resistance.
and his staff often.

The action seemed to soften

In Mexico City, White met with Ruiz
He proposed the May 1954 route re-

quests in a way that suited Mexican desires.

Mexico pro-

posed that an agreement be made by an exchange of notes.

The United States government was pleased with this development but because of past break downs was quite careful.
White wanted to accept the exchange of notes but included
in its text a standard type air agreement.

He believed

this would both call Mexico's bluff and secure a desired
agreement.

If Mexico refused to sign a note with the
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standard text. White thought, the United States could
claim it had come to the negotiation table in good faith,
but the Mexicans had again backed away from an air pact.
State Department officials were also concerned over the
actual signing of the diplomatic note.

If White were

given the authority to sign the agreement, he must be
given the power quickly.

State feared a procedural delay

on its side would cause the deal to fall through.
Though an exchange of notes was not the normal
procedure for a bilateral air transport agreement, the
proposed

note had many of the same allowances.

ment would be effective until December 31, 1957.

The agreeHowever,

if Mexico reneged on the pact before the deadline, the
United States could terminate all Mexican services in the
United States.

Also, the note required Pan American to

stop in Guatemala on all of its flights into Central America until the December deadline. 37
On October 11, 1956, the National Railroad loan
was approved by the United States.

By late November 1956,

White claimed that a "real breakthrough" in U.S.-Mexican
aviation relations had been established.

He realized that

Ruiz had convinced his staff of the advantages of an air
pact with the United States.

However, some U.S. officials

were not pleased with the exchange of notes.

Assistant

Secretary of State Hoover claimed the deal set back aviation relations ten years.

He noted that the agreement
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restricted each route to one airline, would revert to the
status quo on the expiration of the agreement, and that
no mutually agreed upon operating rules were included in
the exchange of notes.

Besides his first complaint, White

dismissed the rest of Hoover's concerns noting it was impossible to convince the Mexican government to approve
of more than two carriers on a single route.

38

For the first time in the long and obstacle ridden
relationship with Mexico, events moved smoothly.

During

the latter part of 1956 and the early portion of 1957,
efforts were made to secure all the proper authority from
Mexican officials.

In late February, U.S. officials re-

ported the exchange of the notes was close.

Officials

remained concerned that any information on the treaty that
leaked to the Congress, airlines, or press might endanger
the pact, and a tight lid was kept on the exchange until
the day of the signatures.

Several hours before the pact

would be signed, interested Congressional committees would
be contacted.

Once the notes were officially exchanged,
the airlines would be notified. 37
On March 7, 1957, after twelve years of drawn out

negotiations, the United States and Mexico concluded their
first air transport agreement.
United States were:

Routes obtained by the

1) New York, Washington-Mexico City,

2) Chicago, Dallas, San Antonio-Mexico City, via intermediate points in the United States, 3) Los Angeles-Mexico
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City, via intermediate points in the United States, 4)
New Orleans-Mexico City, 5) New Orleans-Merida, and beyond
to Guatemala, and beyond, 6) Miami-Merida, and beyond,
to Guatemala, and beyond, 7) Houston, Brownsville-Tampico,
Mexico City, Tapachula, and beyond to Guatemala, and beyond.^O
Mexico received six routes into the United States.
Mexico's routes were:

1) Mexico City-Washington, New

York, 2) Mexico City-Chicago, via intermediate points in
Mexico, 3) Mexico City-Los Angeles via intermediate points
in Mexico, 4) Mexico City-New Orleans, via intermediate
points in Mexico, 5) Mexico City-Miami, and beyond, via
intermediate points in Mexico, and 6) Mexico City-San
Antonio, via intermediate points in Mexico. 41
The agreement allowed only one carrier per route,
and the airline designated by either nation could omit
stops on any of these routes.

Carriers for each route

would be selected by each nation at a later time.

The

agreement became effective in June of 1957 and expired
on June 30, 1959.'^^
After dozens of negotiations, countless proposals
and two administrations in both countries, a formal air
accord had been signed.

Both nations gave up certain

items, but both received much of what they had desired.
At any rate, the agreement offered a two-year trial period.
The United States was in a position to prove the importance
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of its routes to the Mexican authorities through efficient
and safe air service.

After two years, the agreement could

be altered to reflect that service.

The agreement had

been acquired through great diplomatic effort.

The State

Department's job was done; now the problems was which air
carriers would receive the newly bargained routes. 43
The final agreement spurred greatly enhanced air
service with Mexico.

After 1957 three additional United

States airlines, Braniff, Eastern and Western entered the
Mexican market.

This new limited competition spurred im-

proved service and stimulated airplace manufacture on both
Mexican and American carriers purchased DC-6Bs and Dc-7s
for the new routes.

Perhaps, more significant, the agree-

ment paved the way for greatly expanded service by jet
aircraft during the 1960s. 44
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Given the geographical and political closeness
of the United States and Mexico and Mexico's dependence
on the stronger U.S. economy, the length of time required
to reach the 1957 airline agreement seems surprising.
Yet, several factors explain why the process dragged on
so long to the frustration of United States officials,
airline executives, regional politicians, and consumers.
The divisions within the Civil Aeronautics Board between
those who favored competition and those who leaned to
regulated monopoly, had been present since the agency's
inception and continued throughout the negotiations,
causing the agency to give different messages to the
President and State Department.

This debate on regulated

versus unregulated competition in the airlines remains
today.

In diplomacy the C.A.B.'s divisions were personi-

fied by individuals such as Oswald Ryan who sought an
agreement that would enable the vastly superior American
carriers to outdistance their weaker Mexican rivals in
an "open contest."

Such a viewpoint lends evidence to

those who see traditional American support for an open
door as merely a smoke screen for arrangements advantageous
107
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to the United States.

However, the C.A.B. also produced

men like Donald Nyrop and Josh Lee who recognized that
unrestricted competition worked to Mexico's disadvantage
and were willing to concede some limited protection to
Mexico's airlines to secure an agreement.

The eventual

acceptance of the Nyrop and Lee viewpoint and a realization that U.S. firms would prosper, even with some Mexican monopolies, paved the way to a final agreement.
Another obstacle was the service already operated
in Mexico by American and, especially. Pan American Airilines.

In the absence of a treaty, these carriers con-

trolled all Mexican passenger services for themselves.
How far these firms, especially Pan American, went to prevent a treaty cannot by answered based on this research.
Knowledgeable participants, Brownell and Rentzel, concluded that the American carriers were working to delay
negotiations, but it should be noted that some companies
seeking service, such as Eastern, were also capable of
intriguing with Mexican officials.
The years of frustrating negotiations under Truman
contributed to success under Eisenhower.

The Truman Ad-

ministration's efforts clarified both nations' positions
and highlighted the complex legal and commercial aspects
of aviation diplomacy.

Brownell's report suggested the

use of economic leverage as a way to force Mexican approval
and warned of the possibility that some airlines might
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work to block an arrangement.

Also, Truman's willingness

to grant concessions to Mexico and to overturn the Latin
American Route Cases narrowed the differences between the
nations.

Still, Eisenhower deserves credit for ultimate

success.

Prompted by growing political pressure, Eisen-

hower's team adroitly managed domestic politicalcriticism
and airline wrangling.

The State Department and White

House devised a strategy which combined confidentiality,
close personal relations between the U.S. Ambassador and
the Mexican President, the threat of U.S. retaliations
against Mexican carriers, and most important, the linking
United States loans to Mexico with an air agreement.

This

strategy and a willingness to accept an executive agreement
rather than a treaty produced a settlement in 1957.
Clearly, Mexico was the reluctant partner,
suspicious of the United States intentions and fearful
of head up competition with the Colossus of the North's
advanced aviation industry.

Faced with initially unac-

ceptable terms, Mexico resorted to a traditional tactic
of Spanish and Mexican diplomacy--delay or manana diplomacy, waiting until conditions offered better terms.
Looking at the final pact, one must concede a limited
amount of success for Mexico's approach.

In the end se-

curing the best terms it could, desperately needing U.S.
loans, and perhaps convinced that the 1957 agreement offered significant mutual benefits, Mexico yielded.

no
This thesis can only hope to outline the main
features of the effort to secure bilateral air agreements based on the presidential library sources and local
materials.

Further research in airline records should

amplify the roll of these businesses, and biographical
studies of C.A.B. and other involved officials may likely
result in greater precision on the inner workings of aviation diplomacy.

Mexican sources offer the prospect of

a more definitive explanation of that country's motivations, goals, and tactics.

Yet the resources employed

shed light on the complexity of modern economic diplomacy,
the relationship between bureaucracy and diplomacy, and
the diverse forces governing United States-Mexican relations .
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